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Book Arts displays, by stu-
dents in English professor Tom
Trusky's Book Arts class began
Tuesday and will run until
Nov. 9 in the display cabinets
at the Liberal Arts Building.
For more information, call 426-
1999.
Face Off III: Communion of
the Bands starts at 7 p;m. today
in the Student Union Hatch
Ballroom. The event consists of
10 bands on two stages and
runs for five hours. Admission
is free. For more information,
call 426-1223.
The State Board of
Education meets today and
Friday in Twin Falls and
Gooding.
The Faculty Artist Se'ries
features Joseph Baldassarre
playing the guitar at 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday at. the Morrison
Center Recital Hall. The Boise
State Music department pre-
sents the event. Admission is
free for students and faculty.
For more information, call 426-
3980.
The Laser Spectacular
begins at 8 p.m, Friday at the'
Morrison Center Main Hall.
Tickets are available at Select-
a-Scat. .Call 426-1110 or visit
www.idahotickets.com.
"9.11-10.197" exhibition in
response to events of 9-11 is a
display opening with a recep-
tion beginning at 6:30 p.m.
Friday at the Visual Arts
Center Gallery 2, in the
Hemingway Center. The
gallery is open from 10 a.m. to
5 p.m. weekdays, and from
noon to 5 p.m. Saturday.
Admission is free. For more
information, call 426-3994
The Boise Philharmonic will
play at. 8:15 p.m. Friday at the
Morrison Center Main Hall. A
dress rehearsal will be held at
10 a.rn, Friday, with a pre-con-
cert lecture at 7:30 p.m. in
Morrison Center Recital Hall.
For ticket information call 344-
7849.
Bronco Blitz will be held at 5
p.m. Saturday in the Student
Union Game Center. The event
includes an away-game party,
free food and door' prizes.
Student Union and Activities
arc sponsoring this free event.
For more information, call 426-
1223.
The Boise State Orchestra
Concert will perform at 7:30
p.m. on Sunday at the
Morrison Center Main Hall.
Admission is free for students
and faculty. For more informa-
tion, call 426 3980.
Boise State soccer plays
against Eastern Washington at
2 p.m. Sunday at the Simplot
Complex Field 19.
The Idaho Green Party is
announcing a benefit concert
Tuesday at the Bistro. Liquor
sales proceeds from 7 to 9 p.m.
will be donated to the party.
Rebecca Scott will play from 8
to 10 p.m. and Ad Lib, a DJ will
play afterwards. Cost is $5 for
BSU students and low-income
people and $10 for everyone
else.
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ASBSUdefends Bookswap
By Segn C. Hgyes
The Arbiter
"You're going to have to put money in the first
year, because if you don't, it's not going to succeed."
The Bookswap was engineered by Peterson as an
alternative to the Bookstore, allowing students to set
their own prices on textbooks and sell them to each
other. The goal of the Bookswap, Anderson explained
in the Oct. 8 Arbiter article "Swap to compete with
Bookstore," is to "cut out the Bookstore from the pur-
chasing of books through students." .
While neither Peterson nor Anderson expects stel-
lar attendance, they say participating students will
see a savings on their ASBSU investment (which
takes less than $20 out of each full time student's
pocket) if even 3 percent (about 500 students) partici-
pate.
"We see this as growing for about three years, then
leveling off," Peterson said. "Those students who-are
successful (with the Bookswap) we expect to come
back, and we expect new students to come."
Peterson explained that if there were a 5 percent
student body involvement, over the course of the
year, the return would be an estimated $7,000 - about
$2,000 more than the cost of the program, combined
with Anderson's salary.
As far as individual savings, Anderson says her
program could save students $7.50 on a $30 text, and
$12 on a $50 text. Just selling two books, she said,
would compensate for all the money students put
into ASBSU.
While 3 percent may seem a low' goal, both
Peterson and Anderson acknowledge a certain "loss
of convenience" of participation in the Bookswap
compared with the ease of the Bookstore, they say the
goal is realistic and attainable.
As for the cost of operation, Peterson said simply,
"We will break even on this:'
With a letter to the editor from the Bookstore
Advisory committee chair Rick Gore asserting that
the Bookswap program is not cost effective,
Bookswap Coordinator Erin Anderson and program
creator, ASBSU President Nate Peterson have gone on
the defensive. .
While the letter asserts that the program will not
save students money due its outset cost of what Gore
estimates as $5,000, Peterson says that only a minimal
amount of students need to participate to see savings
from the program.
Anderson explained that the high costs involved
this year were to get the program going.
. "The reason it's going to cost more this year is to
get some things established, and to get the program
on its feet," Anderson said.
Students work for peace ASBSUsenator
oustedfrOID
game
By Brandon Fiala
The Arbiter
Photo by Ted Honnon. The ArbIter
Clockwise from bottom left David Collinge, Kellen WIlliams, Francisco Pedraza, LInsey Gallegos, Zach Turner, and Allishaq discuss
some of the questions that will be asked to the panelists that will be atthe forum Sunday. If you wantto add to the list of questions
you can email themtoLinseyGallegosatlinzee38@hotmall.com.
By Lgurg Wylde ferent community perspec-
The Arbiter tives," said Ali Ishaq, from
IPSA.
Speakers' include Martin
Orr, a Sociology professor,
Greg Raymond from the
Political Science department,
Bill Sali, a conservative repre-
sentative from Kuna, and
Yasmin Aguilar, an Afghani
woman who works with the
Agency for New Americans.
Ishaq said the IPSA wants
to address a plethora of issues
Ada County sheriff's
deputies removed an ASBSU
senator from the Homecoming
game Saturday in connection
with a fracas that resulted in the
arrest of his brother.
Brandon Alvarez. an ASBSU
senator for the College of Health
Sciences, admitted he was
videotaping the football game
when asked by an usher to back
up from a railing.
According to Sgt. Gary
Rouse of the Ada County
Sheriff's Department, Alvarez
argued with the usher and
refused to move. The usher
called a police officer, who also
asked Alvarez to move,
'. At about this time, Alvarez
was joined by his brothers Eric
and Adam Alvarez, as well as a
group of friends who were sit-
ting behind him, Rouse said.
Another police officer was
summoned, who then asked the
group to return to their scats.
After the group refused,police
escorted the group including
Brandon Alvarez out of the sta-
dium, the officer said.
Rouse said the group refused
to leave the stadium grounds
and continued taunting police.
. Soon thereafter police got a
medical call regarding a woman
who had fallen outside the sta-
dium. A Boise City police officer
A group of six to 10 BSU
students have organized with
The Idaho Progressive
Student Alliance to present a
forum discussion concentrat-
ing on the terrorist attacks
and repercussions on Sunday,
Oct, 21 from 7 to 9 p.m. at the
Jordan Ballroom in the
Student Union Building.
"We want to talk about dif-
including the country's cur-
rent economic status, patrio-
tism and nationalism, civil lib-
erties, the Muslim perspec-
tive, and terrorism as a inter-
national threat.
"I think there is a signifi-
cant need for this discussion,"
he said. "People need to get
more information, and this
forum is a means to get infor-
mation out:'
After the panel divulges
perspectives and information
about these recent events,
there will be a follow up ques-
.tion and answer session with
the panelists followed with an
open community discussion,
"We want to get everyone
to communicate with one
another," Ishaq .snid. "This is
. kind of a grassroots democra-
tic discussion:'
IPSA was the first organi-
zation to help the group mon-
see PEACE on pg. 3 see SENATOR on pg. 14
Tutoring progams may
be discontinued .
By Tomgs Hartmgn
Special to The Arbiter
"The tutorial services are offered as
a building block for superior studying
skills," Crans said.
The three tutoring services in the
Gateway Center include the Writing
Center in the Liberal Arts building,
Math Drop-In meeting areas and
scheduled tutoring services established
for specific classes. .
At the beginning of the fall semester,
Crans expanded the Math Drop-In cen-
ter from its previous location in
Math/Geoscience building to two
additional locations in both the
Tutoring services, operating from
the Gateway Center on the comer of
University and Crisway Streets, offer
three tutoring programs that may
become obsolete if current trends of·
participation do not increase.
According to Lois Crans, the new
Coordinator of Tutorial Services, this
apathy is a problem that keeps students
from reaching their full studying
potential.
see TUTORING on pg. 3
Homecoming events attract
good showing from students
mendation to next year's Homecoming
committee to show a movie again, even
though there were a few glitches .
Homecoming festivities had a good "The speakers' weren't facing
showing from students, averaging toward where people were sitting," she
nearly 300 people at each event - said. -
many designed to include alumni with According to Taylor, the biggest
current students and the community. problem was scheduling conflicts. She
Tiffany Taylcir, Homecoming chair, suggested moving the time of the chili
said' she was looking for a continuous feed closer to the end of the parade.
flow of people throughout the week. "That way people could follow the
Events included' a showing of ..the parade in and then eat chili instead of
movie.' Remember. the . Titans on the waiting around for a half an hour," she
new scoreboard in Bronco Stadium, said. . . '. .....
• She estimates 300400 people x., Taylor said she doesn't plan on
brought !,lanke~aridsleeping·6ags to being Homecoming ,chair again, but
layout· on .the turf and watch the- herco~ttee is compHm:g;detcrllsand
movie; . .... suggestio~fotnextyea(s6r8aiUzers.
Taylor saidsh,e willmakearecom-'
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Former BSUfaculty promoted
By Laura Wylde
The Arbiter
exchange program. The "The world service com-
International Programs also mittee is an international
supports international stu- arm," Hunt said. "We try to
dents, coming to Boise on an do projects that sit well with
exchange. the community, and the rest
"I helped build those pro- of the world."
grams," Hunt said. "When I Hunt also sits on the Idaho-
came, the' program was in [alisco State Task Force, which
transition .. I feel good about creates a relationship within
establishing an infrastructure, the two states, involving edu-
.which was hiring and training cation and commerce.
people, and providing 1'1'0- "Recently we were able to
grams students need. Now send $31 thousand to [alisco
there is a strong and stable to a school for blind and deaf
group of peo- ~----'-------- chi 1d r en, rr
pie running" Ifeel privileged to Hunt said.
those 1'1'0- be in this position. "We are mak-
grams." ing a differ-
Hunt feels My work at BSU ence on a
her time spent really helped with number of
at Boise State f. different lev-
helped pre- this and I look Jor- els.'
pare her for ward to continuing Hunt creat-
the work she It' h . .tl ed Idaho
is now doing re a tons tp Wt t week in
with the city Boise State, to help [alisco and in
and state, promote interna- 1999 worked
r e I' I a c i n g. I on coordinat-
Vicki Thomas tiona awareness at ing an educa-
who served as the state level." tional event
t h - e to represent
International _ Stephanie Hunt Idaho and
T r a d e BSU. She has
Administrator been on a task
since May of force and
1999. Her work with the city worked on partnership since
itself also has given her expe- 1998.
rience to take this position. She also has been putting
She served on the an information packet for
International Business school children in kinder-
Committee of the Boise Metro garten through high school.
Chamber of Commerce, and "This is information on the
currently chairs the state to use in classrooms,"
Downtown Boise Rotary she said. "This connection is a
Club's World Service positive one. Mexico is impor-
Committee, tant to Idaho's economy, and
The Rotary club is a service is important for students to
organization for the commu- learn about it, that is why we
nity that Hunt said has been developed the relationship."
instrumental and involved As director for Idaho's
with international projects International Trade Program,
promoting peace, and under- Hunt interacts with the state
standing. helping them with exporting
Stephanie Hunt, formerly
the director of International
Programs for Boise State
University, and coordinator
for the International Business
programs, has just been pro-
moted, working for two
weeks to lead Idaho's
International Trade Program.
"I miss working with
BSU," Hunt said. "It was a
tough decision to come here. I
can't think of anything better
to do than to help students
have an international experi-
ence."
Currently Hunt is able to
work with many students
who she has seen graduating
from the International
Business program.
"I am looking forward to
working with them now on a
professional level," she said.
While at Boise State, Hunt
worked for over four years
with International Business
students as an advisor. She
helped students get intern-
ships. She also wrote grant
proposals to help begin to
establish programs in Global
Entrepeneurship, and helped
support the MBA program in
Vietnam.
"With this work, I mainly
helped Vietnamese students,"
Hunt said. "I acted as an on-
site Boise coordinator, helping
to orient them in their time in
Boise."
A year and half ago, Hunt
acted as Director of
International Programs for the
University.
This position included
three areas of division includ-
ing English as a second lan-
guage, studies abroad, which
involves a national student
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decision to reschedule the trip
for spring," Hunt said. "It is
going to be an extremely suc-
cessful mission. Lynn Russell,
dean of the College of
Engineering; Kent Neupert,
with the Global Business
Consortium . and Gary
Thomson, with the Technical
_assistance program coordinat-
ed through Boise State are
accompanying the governor
to Asia."
Hunt said these BSU affili-
ates may have different rea-
sons for attending, such as
developing research projects
in Asia, and creating links
with universities that would
benefit students.
As another responsibility,
Hung helps keep track of sta-
tistics regarding the major
markets for Idaho products
like how many mi.Ilions of
dollars Idaho is exporting for
example. She helps track key
industries that are doing
international work within the
state and reports these statis-
tics to provide information
throughout the state.
Overall; Hunt "feels privi-
leged to be in this position,"
she said. "My work at BSU
really helped with this and I
look forward to continuing
relationship with Boise State,
to help promote international
awareness at the state level."
Hunt continues working
with BSU by hosting lectures
and seminars within the com-
munity. She also advertises an
intern position within the
company, which lasts for a
semester.
For more information
regarding the intern position,
contact the Idaho Department
of Commerce.
and conducting business
overseas.
"We provide services to
Idaho companies to help them
conduct international busi-
ness," Hunt said. "We do this
in a number of ways from
overseas trade offices."
The institution has offices
in Taiwan, Mexico and repre-
sentative offices in Korea,
Shanghai, China and Japan.
Hunt said she helps com-
panies in Idaho connect with
trade offices overseas, which
are staffed by an employee
representing Idaho agricul-
ture and trade. She aids the
native company make the
connection through trade
offices, which then help the
company with marketing sug-
gestions, and hands on help
from a person within the
country to help companies
work within that country, she
said.
Since the late '80s the insti-
tution helps Idaho businesses
with export counseling, mar-
ket research, international
trade promotion events like
trade missions, reverse buy-
ing missions, seminars and
workshops, publications
informing people about inter-
national business within the
state and maintaining a web
site.
The group hosts foreign
dignitaries and reverse trade
missions, which are other
groups interested in doing
business within Idaho.
"Trade missions take a
group of Idaho businesses to a
foreign country to meet face
to face, and understand -the
culture," Hunt said.
She said the governor just
had to reschedule a trade mis-
sion in Asia.
"After 9-11, he made the
October 18. 2001
Improvements
made to
BroncoWeb
for spring
semester
registration
By Ashley Gettings
Tile Arbiter
With registration dates fast
approaching, the Registrar's
office is unveiling several new
changes to streamline and sim-
plify the registration process.
"We have made a lot of
changes and additions to
BroncoWeb that should help
students a lot and make regis-
tering go smoother for every-
one involved," said Kristine
Collins, who works in the reg-
istrar's office.
The first major change to the
system is external authentica-
tion. Students can now over-
ride their password by using
their social security number,
date of birth and student ID
number.
By using the new features,
students that have forgotten or
lost their passwords will still
have access to their personal
BroncoWeb files. Those with
concerns about security may
turn off this feature on their
own accounts.
Another addition to
BroncoWeb is that all notes for
classes will be displayed. This
includes internet classes, if the
blackboard program is utilized
and any other items students
should know ahead of time
about the class.
"We are really excited about
this new feature. Students will
now be able to print off their
class schedule and have in
hand all of the information
they need for the course,"
CoIlins said.
Work !s also being done to
see BRONCOWEB on pg. 3
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Halloween's gore is out;
patriotislD is in' . PEACEfrompe,.l
etarily and logistically, Ishaq
said. He also said the group
received much needed aid
from the Honor Student
Association and ASBSU. The
Idaho Statesman is aiding the
cause, giving free advertise-
ment. .
The group has been seri-
ously planning the forum for
two weeks, and has brain-
storming the logistics of the
event since Sept. 12, when
they held a peace vigil in the
quad.
"The organizational aspect,
in general is tough," Ishaq
said. "We all have a lot of dif-
ferent ideas, and the key is to
get them all together. There
Arbiter columnist Jerel
Thomas, critical of the group's
peace vigils, was invited, and
planning to attend.
"We have an enthusiasm
from all kinds of opinions. We
want to balance everything
out in a safe forum where peo-
ple can share opinions."
To facilitate that discus-
sion, the group has invited a
mediator to ,keep everything
continuously on' a focused,
respectful train of discussion.
"
are so many things we wanted
to discuss but we couldn't
because of time constraints so
the main problem we have
faced has been concentrating
our ideas into a single goal."
The fundamental reason
for organizing this event is for
the community to have an
opportunity to voice opinions,
and answer questions. The
group wants to create an open
forum within the community
to produce healthy discus-
sion.
"We are trying to promote
a safe environment where
everyone's opinions are toler-
ated," Ishaq said.
He said conservative
"In light of what they were
doing at ground zero, a
morgue just wasn't an appro-
priate . attraction," said
Carowinds' public relations
manager Jodie Roberts-Smith.
Other haunted houses made
some changes, but were careful
to keep the creepiness, includ-
ing chainsaws.
The Haunted Mill's "Meat
Market" area won't have actors
cutting off fake legs or holding
faux eyeballs when it opens
Friday in Belmont, N.C. The
house will still have the eerie
cobwebs, loud noises and sud-
den movements to give
patrons goose bumps during a
tour of the mill's catacombs.
After all, it is Halloween.
"There's always going to be
the chainsaw," said John
Denley, founder of Boston-
based Boneyard Productions,
which builds haunted attrac-
tions throughout the country.
"Chainsaws didn't bring the
towers down:'
Ads for haunted houses
were also modified to delete
words such as fear, scare and
, many bodies inNew York and
the Pentagon."
Halloween is the second
most popular holiday and the
third' biggest party day after
New Year's Eve and Super
.Bowl Sunday.
It's the first non-religious
holiday since the attacks, giv-
ing people an excuse to party.
For some, sticking to ghosts
and ghouls and wearing heroic
costumes may help them heal,
some therapists said.
Organizers of Carowinds'
haunted attraction agreed.
Three days after the attacks,
Carowinds' senior manage-
ment met with design and
entertainment staffers to dis-
cuss whether plans for
Scarowinds were appropriate.
Some of the year's worth of
planning to transform 50 acres
into a haunted park were
altered. A new attraction, "The
Morgue," became "The
Asylum:'
The original theme had fake
bodies and blood in a chain-
linked mirror maze. Now,
actors are insane patients try-
ing to escape a loud, dark hos-
pital.
By Tanya Jameson
Knight Ridder Newspapers
CHARLOTTE, N.C. -
Mirroring the nation's mood
since the Sept. 11 terrorist
attacks, Halloween's gore is
out and patriotism is in. It's a
shift that some therapists say is
good for children and adults.
Statue of Liberty torches
and Uncle Sam costumes are
outselling skeletons and
"Scream" masks. Usually,
haunted houses have more
blood than the Red Cross, but
some, such as Paramount
Carowinds' Scarowinds and
the Haunted Mill have scaled
down the red stuff.
"People will be very much
bothered by any sort of human
gore," said family therapist [ill
Eilenberger of Charlotte. "1
don't think that's going to be
funny to anybody after we
know what happened to so
TUTORING
frpmpg.l
Gateway Center and the Ed
Peterson Learning Center in
the Pavilion.
The program located in the
Gateway Center has already
been dropped in lieu of poor
attendance.
Crans would like to keep
the remaining two locations
open, but without better atten-
dance at the Peterson Center
that location may be closed as
well.
Misconceptions held by stu-
dents regarding who can
attend these tutoring sessions
might be a reason participation
is low, organizers say.
"The Ed Peterson Center is
open to the entire student pop-
ulation not just the athletes," -
said Crans.
The Peterson Center con-
midterm and final test reviews
according to Crans.
Crans said the tutorial ser-
vices are not typical 'question
and answer' sessions. The
tutors direct students in study
habits, or review material
important for the class.
Students who feel they need
assistance in a certain subject
can also hire a tutor. These
tutors work outside the univer-
sity, but are often associated
with the tutors the Gateway
Center employs.
Any student's questions can
be answered by visiting the
Gateway, Centers web site,
http://gateway.boisestate.edu
or stopping by the Gateway
Center.
centrates tutoring for classes
ranging from Math 15 to Math
160, but all levels of academic
success are welcomed, she
said.
Tutoring in the
Math/Geoscience classroom
focuses on classes beginning
from Math 143 and continuing
up. Crans said those students
not attending the higher math
classes are welcomed to attend,
and will receive as much help
as possible.
She stressed that a teacher
may begin a tutoring session
for his or her class, but without
the needed attendance the
tutoring will no longer be
offered. Classes without study
sessions in need of extra study
time can receive help from the
tutoring center in coordinating
Your costume
Wiz! see HALLOWEENon pg.14SOCIALIZENETWORKSUPPORT
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BRONCO WEB
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streamline the permission
number process, which is used
for classes with prerequisites.
Only some of the changes will
be in place before spring regis-
tration begins.
"There are a lot of other
minor changes that will only be
obvious to those who had
problems when registering for
the fall semester," Collins said.
The registration dates for
Boise State's spring semester
2002 are quickly approaching.
Students can register for class-
es on BroncoWeb from Oct. 29
to Nov. 21.
Students that do face prob-
lems when registering can call
the BroncoWeb help line at
426-BWEB or e-mail them at
Single Mom's Club
Oct. 19; Nov. 2,16.30; Dec. 14 at 4:00pm bweb@boisestate.edu. ,
Currently, BroncoWeb is
accessible from 7 a.m, to 12
p.m. on weekdays, and week,
end hours vary.
Students are encouraged to
access BroncoWeb from a Boise
State computer lab. It can be
accessed from a computer off
campus, but will have a much
slower responding time.
"I think BroncoWeb is a
really great resource for stu-
dents. I love that I can print off
transcripts, my grades, my
class schedules, etc. at any
time," said student Katie Dane.
"1 think it makes registering
for classes 100 percent easier,
and it is definitely a big
improvement from the past."
This year there is
a reason to vote ...Returning Women's Discussion Group
Oct. 24; Nov. 7,21; Dec. 5 from 11:30am - 1:30pm ,VOTE
Shawfor· i
City Council
Women's Relationship Violence Support Group
Every Wednesday at 1:30pm (In partnership with Boise weAl
All meetings in the Women's Center: 1605 University Drive
_426-4259 Visit our website for calendar and list services.
buffaloexchal1ge,com
E(lmprovc public transportation
6Protect your rights as a renter: - ,- I_ !I I "I ~. \ 1 I 'I':t \' II s , t \
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union 6'Living wage ordinnnce
,hnis~'tatc,du
/womcnsccutcr www.shawforcitycouncil.org
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Plastic Comb. 3-Ring, Tape
and Plastic Coli
• Finishing: Folding, Stapling,
Trimming
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Professor says freshmen
unprepared f.,r college,.,..
By Ashley Gettings
The Arbiter
The start of the fall semester
or 2001has brought a new pro-
fessor to BSU's history depart-
ment. Although Barton
_Barbour is not completely new
to Boise State, this is his first
permanent position here.
. Barbour specializes in
North American frontier histo-
ry, especially the fur trade and
early exploration. He teaches
classes involving early United
States and Native American
policy, colonial history and the
constitution.
Barbour previously spent
three semesters at Boise State
as a visiting professor from the
University of New Mexico,
and when a permanent posi-
tion opened at BSUhe applied.
He has previously taught at
the University of New Mexico,
which is also where he com-
pleted his graduate studies.
Barbour has also spent time
By Mgtt Nezogoskl
The Arbiter
What President Ruch is up
to right now:
-Today, BSU President
Charles Ruch will be in Twin
Falls for the State Board of
Education meeting. Ruch will
be seeking authorization for
an expansion of the student
day care facilities. He will also
seek authorization to replace
the turf at Bronco Stadium.
"Every six or seven years
you have to replace artificial
turf, it's like carpet," said
Ruch.
"We may be a bit early, but
we think we can get a better
deal this year. In this climate
of watching every dollar, we
need to take opportunities
when they come," he said.
I).
•Ruch also meets this week
with the BSU foundation
board. The foundation is the
major fundraising manage-
teaching at Albuquerque
Technical-Vocational Institute
and Bishop's University in
Lennoxville, Quebec.
He has had several books
published, Fort Union and the
Upper Missouri FW-Trader is
his 1atest. He said he has plans
for more in the future.
Barbour previously spent
several years working for the
National Park Service as a
research historian, proving to
be an influence for and source
of information for his books.
Barbour said he loves teach-
ing, and said the biggest chal-
lenges he faces are, "trying to
convey the narrative of
American history and also dif-
ficulties due to the ill pre-
paredness of entering fresh-
men."
"I have noticed that there is
real decline in the fundamental
skills that the new freshmen
have. I need 10 teach the sub-
ject and at the same time make
sure that the students under-
stand what I am saying and
are learning to respond in an
appropriate fashion/ Barbour
smd. -
"My wish is that public
schools. would be robustly
funded, it is the government's
responsibiHty period."
He feels that high school
students are often not ready
for college, and it is getting
even worse as time goes on,
which poses a large problem
both for students and teachers.
"1 have taught a wide vari-
ety of students, both American
and Canadian, and despite the
problems, I have found that
students in Idaho are some of
the most polite. They seem to
actually want to learn,"
Barbour said.
"That was one of my major
reasons for wanting to come
here. I knew that I would be
teaching in a safe and pleasant
environment."
Ruch readies for Board
meeting, building plans
ment arm of -the university,
Ruch said.
He plans to suggest pro-
jects to begin raising money
for including scholarships and
new buildings.
"A nursing building is a
high priority, and we have
friends who want to help us
with a new business build-
ing," said Ruch.
The nursing building will
go up on the riverside loca-
tion, across Capitol
Boulevard, near the existing
health sciences building. The
new business building will sit
across from the engineering
building on University Drive
on land newly acquired by
BSU.
Ruch said the new struc-
tures would free up space for
Arts and Sciences and Social
Sciences classes.
Space is such a concern at
Boise State, Ruch said it does-
n't matter where buildings are
put up, the administration
will shuffle people to utilize
all the space.
"It's like big checkers," said
Ruch.
Any new buildings are a
couple of years off, added
Ruch.
-The new parking struc-
ture is ready for construction
to begin, Ruch said. The facili-
ty will be erected next to the
existing structure, and will be
close to the same size.
Ruch expects the new
building to operate with fewer
spaces for hourly parking.
"We can also operate the
two structures together as one
unit," said Ruch.
He said this year the park-
ing deck is near capacity.
"We seem to have found
the magic number between
permit and hourly folks:' said
Ruch.
Work on the new structure
is scheduled to begin in the
spring.
BSU News Services
Cultural center presents dialogue on race week
Boise State University
Cultural Center will host its sec-
ond "Dialogue on Race': week
from Oct. 23-25 at the Cultural
Center. 111eevent will include
free Refreshments and Rap (R&
R) sessions on the topic of race.
Each session will examine vari-
ous issues and perspectives
relating to race.
The R & R schedule is as fol-
100.3The X wants the BSU
student body to join us along
with KIVI Idaho 6 on Sunday
October 21, 2001 at noon at
Bronco Stadium for "Project
USA." Please arrive at the sta-
dium showing your patriotism
by wearing either a red OR
white OR blue shirt.
Considering everything
that is going on, 100.3 The X
and KJVI Idaho 6 wants to
help with efforts nationally
Vote Nov. 6th for:
•Accountable Government
•Improved BUS System
•Safer Greenbelt
lowing:
* Oct. 23 - "Barriers
that keep People of Color from
Scienceand Technology" will be
facilitated by students in Gina
Husting's gender / science/ tech-
nology class.
* Oct.24-- "Internalized
Opression" will be presented by
Sonja Rosario, executive direc-
tor of the Women of Color
Alliance.
* Oct. 25 - "Digging
Beneath the Surface: The
and on the home front. Come
and partner with The X air
staff for this unique event.
With the help of band leader
David Wells, we will all make
a formation in the letters USA
(in red, white, and blue.) Once
in formation, an aerial photo
will be taken of the "human
USA sign." The "USA" pic-
tures will be turned into
posters and postcards to be
sold in local stores with all
Sunday
Drtnk Special: $1.99 House Bloody Mary's
Food Special: Buy one burger gellhe next of
equal or lesser value for $3 off
Monday
Drtnk Special: $6 pitcher nlghllrom 6 pm
until 12am. .
Food Special: Monday Steak Night 80z
Sirloin, frias, salad and onion rings for $8.99.
4-10pm
Tuesday
Drtnk Speclal: $1.99 well drinks
Food Special: salmon Night· Chose an
entroo Irom our Spedal salmon Sheet for
$9.99.4·1Opm
Palestine Question" offers a
closer look on race from a glob-
al perspective. This session will
be facilitated by Marcy
Newman, a Boise State litera-
ture professor.
Each session will run from
11:30 a.m to 1 p.m at the
Cultural Center. The event is
free and open to the Fublic. For
more information cal 426-4259.
donations going to relief
efforts.
Please wear either a (solid
color) red or white or blue shirt
and show up at Bronco
Stadium at noon on Sunday
October 21st. Please come to
the East entrance (the
Broadway side.) Bring your
friends and family to join 100.3
The X and KIVI Idaho 6 this
Sunday for ProjectUSA.
Wednesday
Drtnk Special: Bladder Buster. Pay $5 per
person althe table and drink for the price
until someone has 10 get up. .
Food Special: All you can eal ribs. $11.99.
4·11pm _ Thursday
Drtnk Special: $2.99 Long Island
Food Special: All day, kids 10 and youngar
eal for free with adull purchase.
Saturday
Drtnk Special: Bloody Mary's $1.99 all day
Food Special: Pizza Extravaganza. Buy ona
pizza on our speclal fealUre sheet and gel the
second for $5.99 '..
Ladies
Bikini Dancing
.J¥l~~~['I,~il9';.,$,~,9.;~J!I;n9J.1r..
mustbe21
I
brings you
Boise State University
night at
.,
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New grade policy would benefit students
University. In
other words,
the policies in
effect when a
student regis-
ters, constitute
an agreement
with the stu-
den t
H()\VeVCf, as
Peterson
points out in
the Oct. 8
Arbiter, stu-
dents are not
aware of
every policy
in the student
handbook.
WIlen they
register at
Boise State, he
said, all they arc really register-
ing for is to attend Boise State.
We do not believe that most
students really signed on for a
grade averaging policy when
they registered. If students,
upon registration, specifically
signed on for every policy in
effect at Boise State, there
wouldn't be much incentive to
try to change what students
perceive as unfair policy.
We are glad, again, that the
grade replacement policy was
put into effect. A higher GPA
among the student body at
Boise State' is a good reflection
upon the University. It also
points out that, though the
grade averaging policy was
put into effect in the first place,
that administrators do care and
understand the circumstances
of BSU students.
We also support Peterson in
this effort to help students
, recover their GP As after a bad
class experience. His proposal
recognizes that BSU students
do face speci<ll dilemmas based
on their demographics. and
that students have the capacity
to improve upon prior perfor-
mancc.
Ratified by
Editorial Board
5-1
and accidents can take their toll
on class performance.
While the grade replace-
ment policy benefits those stu-
, .....:..., dents taking classes
during this semester,
and in the future, it
does leave out those
current students
who took classes
during this four-year
period and did not end up with
the grade they deserved.
Currently ASBSU President
Nate Peterson, and his staff,
are working with the Faculty
Senate to establish a retroactive
grade policy. This policy
would benefit those current
students who upon request
wish to be recognized for the
grade they would have gotten
had they retaken a class while
the grade replacement policy
was in effect.
Allowing a retroactive
wade poli.cy to be established
IS not WIthout controversy.
First, there could be a legal
issue among those students
who applied for grad school, or
other factors where a certain
The Arbiter staff is glad that
the repressive and senseless
grade averaging policy was
overtu~ned last school year. In
any Circum-
stance where
a student
makes a terri-
ble grade one
semester, and
retakes the
cla~s for a jstcllar grade, this
points to the fact that some out-
side factor contributed to the
bad g~ade in the first place.
~hls need not necessarily be
an Illness or some catastrophe,
but perhaps a stressful time in
life, conflicts with work or sim-
ply strong disagreement with a
professor. The grade averaging
policy was in effect four years,
and unfortunately many cur-
rent students, as well as alum-
ni, were dissuaded to retake
classes due to this policy.
The administration must
understand that a largely non-
traditional university, where
most students work and many
already have families, that
other factors besides illness
GPA is a requirement, and did
not get in because they had
retaken a class under the grade
averaging policy. Peterson is
working to establish a legal
waiver students can sign
before participation in his
retroactive grade program.
While it is important that this
legal waiver be in place, we do
not believe that this will be a
Casualintercouseis
completely natural
perfect world.
Like I said, we are animals.
We have times when we see
someone we're attracted to and
MANHATTAN, Kan, - have thoughts that would
We're animals. Highly make a sailor blush.
evolved, intelligent, emotional, Desires are not bad; they're
spiritual, creative animals. We innate. We cannot cut them out
attribute emotional and moral of our being. They're part of
values to parts of our world so who we arc as humans. It does-
as not to become gluttonous or n't mean we should run
hedonists. This stigma is thick- around humping everything
ly wrapped around the that moves, but it means we
American concept of sex and is should not repress our natural
the detriment of our society. sexual appetites.
Casual sex is the archetype Arguments might be posed
of moral indecency for many that an open, casual sexual
religious and social leaders. relationship could be bad for
They see sex as something to your health. Rampant sexually
be restricted by marriage or transmitted diseases, AIDS and
serious long-term relation- pregnancy all arc vehemently
ships. preached as consequences of
This social prohibition of poor sexual decisions.
casual sex has been about as That's sex, period. The only
effective as alcohol prohibition way to avoid all of this is to
of years gone by. We learned abstain altogether. It's a viable
banning something doesn't option for many, but not fur
remove it. It simply pushes it everyone. For those of us who
underground. We have kids have decided to get it on, I pose
unable to talk tu their parents the argument casual sex can be
about sex, so they figure it out safer than sex within a relation-
on their own and end up mak- ship. .
ing mistakes. By rc1ationship, I mean
In a perfect world, everyone everything from dating to mar-
who wanted to would find riage. Anything that puts two
someone to fall in love with, people in a mutually exclusive
enter into a safe, monogamous situation where there is an
and devoted relationship and emotional bond that ties the
live happily ever after. two people together. This
Too bad we don't live in a mutually exclusive bond often
is the downfall of communica-
tion between partners.
When we build emotional
bonds like this, there is fear of
rejection or hurting the other
person.
For instance, if one partner
strays, breaking that mutual
exclusivity, there is initial hesi-
tation to admit such actions.
They don't want to hurt the
person more- by telling them
they slipped, so they decide to
just let this one go.
Unfortunately this instance,
the person they slipped with
had syphilis. So now they
expose their partner to this
STD without the other person
having any clue.
With a casual sex relation-
ship, where there is little or
even no emotional bond, often
there is completely open com-
munication. There is no fear of
hurting the other person, only
of ending the sexual activity.
With nothing to lose, it's
easier to admit sexual activities
to your partner so you both can
be aware of the consequences
of your actions.
It's the difference between
going to war and walking
down the street. When your
country is at war, you are
aware of the possibility of get-
ting shot. If you get shot walk-
ing down the street, it should
come as a surprise.
By Matt Killingsworth
Kallsas Stllte Coilegion (Kallsils
State U.)
I have said before that mod- sities received approximately
crnlcs arc merely leftists that $215 million. Fiscal year 2002
try to appear more passed a $236 million budget
Republican. An article penned for colleges and universities, or
recently by an _-----'-----. INCREASED their
ASBSU Senator budget by
really proved my 9.7%. This 2% bud-
point. Mr. get cut merely
Mathias tried to means that col-
paint himself as a leges and univcrsi-
moderate that tics will "only" be
leans "a little to receiving a 7.7'Yo
the left." He then increase. What was
went on to write cut was the
one of the most amount of
~er~\icl~s :eah~~~ FfJUlRight>" "~" ~~eas~h~~
ever read. This rIB/d- 81J8~T1rOmB$tl, Republicans
article was full of ':"~""'''''<r''''''''''c~~l~","it''''''''''~ for being
blatant lies and 7 . 7 %
misinformation. Fortunately warmer this winter. Leave to a
for him, I will use my valuable leftist to portray a 7.7%
space to correct these lies for increase as a cut.
him. He then went on to talk
Mr. Mathias starts out by about our campus
complaining about this sup- preachers. Strangely enough,
posed 2% budget cut. He tells he and I both seem to agree
us to thank Republicans when that these guys should be able
we are 2% colder this to preach on campus. If people
winter. What a crock. In fiscal don't want to hear it, they
year 2001, colle~es and univer- don't have to stop and Hsten.
see JERELon pg. 14
illustration by Ryan Hancock, The Arbiter
huge issue. For one thing, it
would be incredibly difficult to
legally document that you had
been turned down for some-
thing specifically based on
your GPA, and specifically
because of the grade averaging
policy.
A second issue is the so-
called contract with a student
when they register at the
-Edilorials rcpr,',clll I/IC nuiiori-
ty o/Jillioll of I/IC Arl>iter cditorial
sla/f III m,c, of all Cl'CIl ,plit, or
,tl'OIlS opillioll Oil /10tll sidc« tIJe
Arl,ilcr 1I11y prc,ellt dllal cditoriols
IpilIJ ,c1'111'1l1c 1IiCIp,.
Random thoughts
about dorDl living
It's the middle of October and hopefully last alnrrn last ncr the night before.
and Homecoming has come Sunday morning at about I am extremely lucky, my
and gone. First time students 3:30 a.rn. It's really pissing roommates this year arc
living in the residence halls people off to have to get out great. They arc very respect-
have probably finally gotten of bed, put a coat and shoes ful, kind, and fun gentlemen.
used to being away from on, and wait in the freezing Unfortunately for some
their parents and have rccov- cold until firemen clear the people. Student Housing
ercd from the shock of life entire building. I don't think can't always pair people
with other students. there is any way that Towers together who arc always
I can tell you that I was Hall could be burned down compatible. If you're the
n c r v 0 u s .- --. seeing how it's cleanest person in the world
enough to made of mostly you could room with the
vomit when I brick and cinder messiest, smelliest and rud-
moved into the blocks. est person in the world. If
dorms my Even though you're a conservative
freshman year residents can Republican, your roommate
of college. I have food in could be a drag queen. If
knew that their room, so you're a Mormon your
when I tried to long as it is not roommate could be a drug
start a routine ' alcoholic, infested, STD ridden, part-
waking up an one docs time prostitute.
hour before my gel sick This is a part of the great
9:40 class to get of eating diversity that one can experi-
ready that it Ram e n ence from living in the halls.
was not going noodles. Diversity not only in the
to happen. Thank goodness for Subway racial sense, but in all senses.
This year, like last year, I and Pizza Hut or else dorm Residence halls have: fat,
wake up five minutes prior students would have to cat skinny, short, tall, introvert-
to my first morning class and Table Rock food more often, cd, outgoing, gay, straight,
run like Forrest Gump in something I have alruady smart and stupid people. '
order to make it to class on voiced my opinion on and Long lasting relation-
time. I wouldn't have been still stand behind. As a side- ships, both friendship and
able to do this if I didn't live note I would like to tell Kara romantic-based, arc created.
two buildings away from the Janney (who wrote a letter Unforgettable memories are
Education building. attacking the Table Rock sewn into the minds of resi-
Some people complain story): It is one thing to be a dent hall students.
about the lack of privacy, but spoiled brat but it's another However, tensions arc
I can't help but wonder what to just want good food more also bred in the dorms. Like
arc they doing that requires often, but I digress. many social institutions,
so much privacy that they Resident floors tend to greed, jealousy and hate
must be alone. If you need also be a breeding ground become cancerous and can
quiet time to study, go to the for sheer meLodrama. I lead to events that the
library. remember last year living on Housing department would
For people who become the second floor of Towers like to prevent.
homesick, one of the roles of Hall there was always some- If you live in Towers Hall
the resident advisors (RAs) thing new to gossip about, and arc male than odds arc
are to support their residents every week. This person that your bathroom is dis-
in any way possible. slept with this person. So gusting. Many don't clean
They are like a substitute and so' cheated on this girl their bathrooms enough and
parent who is less anal-rctcn- with this guy. This person· what results is a bathroom
tive and is a shoulder to cry cussed out this person's that makes a toxic waste
on. To other people they' arc mother and so on. If some- sewage dump look like
the only thing standing in one gets the flu on one floor, Martha's Vineyard. I've
their way from having a keg many members of the same known a few guys to hire
in their room. They plan and floor will also get it. People girls on their floor to clean
execute floor activities to add get hurt goofing off in the their bathrooms.
to resident cohesion such as dorms-they dislocate, But in short, one can not
going bowling, watching a break, or puncture some- go wrong with living in the
movie, or even camping out- thing. They fall down the dQrms-these buildings are
doors. They are often the tar- stairs on purpose, jump out _ here to help students grow
gets of many practical jokes. of windows and other per- and succeed. Ask anyone
I must say the most form other imbecilic stunts. who has lived in a dormitory
annoying thing about living In my case, I got appen- if the best days of their lives
in the dorms are the false fire dicilis and had to spend four were spent there, and I know
alarms which have been days in a hospital. I have my they will agree.
going off. Towers HaH suspicions as to what caused
recently experienced its third it such as what I had for din-
'" ...<tr$~ii:>-~t.til:>;'i~;;t"':<.r:\2~~'·'<$'2:t~~tiJt.f';.-:}l;--;: -~
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$15 Haircuts
FOR BREAST CANCER RESEARCH
SATURDAY • OCTOBER 27 • 2001
System Seven
upper level next to Sears
377..1950
I,
While your there enter to win prizes
from CJ Banks, Made in Idaho & Mariposa
100% OF NET PROCEEDS BENEFITS THE REGIS FOUNDATION FOR BREAST CANCER RESEARCH (U.S.)
AND THE CANADIAN BREAST CANCER FOUNDATION (CANADA) .
.ReGIS salONS
!,J I, ,...............................------~--- ...........--~---------- ..........--- ..................--- ---~--------------------.Jwww.regissalons.com~":
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number, but when compared
I ' to the amount of money that
n re~ards .to th,~Oct. 15 let- the book swap will be saving
~~l~o tNe editor Book Swap students in the future, it is
I ot Save Students insignificant -
Mon~t' by Rick Gore: I Students' who sell their
~oul expect that an ~ccount- books at the book swap will
mg ~rofessor and chair to the be saving an estimated 25 per-
boo store a~yisory committee cent more money than if they
would be intelli- were to sell their'
~h~~k eh~ughf to [Guest books at the book-IS acts store For exam-
before writin~ a Oninion I pie, if a student
letter t? the editor r-: were to buy a
regardmg the book at the book-
ASB.SUbook swap. store new for $50, come buy
First of all the $5,000 bud- back time, the bookstore
pet that Gore speaks of is would buy the book from the
mco~rec~and came from a dis- student for $25. The bookstore
cu.sslOnm a ~ook swap com- would then turn around and
~mttee meetmg. later this sell that used book back to
information was discussed in students the next semester for
a book~tore adv.isory meeting $37.50. That same book could
for w~lch.G?re IStl~echair. be sold at the book swap for
I fmd It interesting that in $30 - 35. Not only is the seller
Gore's letter to th~ e.ditor he getting $5-10 more for the
~oes no.t reveal this inforrna- book, the buyer is still paying
t1~n.Tlus would be consistent less for the book than. they
.with Nate Peterson, the would have to pay for it at the
ASBSU president, writing to bookstore.
the Arbiter regarding ASBSU As for those students that
mat~~rs and not revealing his are worried about lost or
position, The $5,000 was a stolen books, or professors
proposed amou!1t to get the changing textbooks at the
,program runnm.g. yve at beginning of the semester,
ASBSU are estimating to there will be insurance avail-
spend $3,750 on the book able for these instances.
swap program for the year. Under these terms if
This may seem like a large ASBSU can get 3 perce~t of
Bv Erin Anderson
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BSU students to participate in
the program, the money spent
to start the program will be
put back. into the student's
pocket.
We are not expecting to
save the students tens of thou-
sands of dollars. We under-
stand that there will be a "loss
of convenience" at the book
swap, but this is outweighed
by saving students hundreds
of dollars and providing an
alternative to the bookstore.
"The bookstore is not an evil
demon sent to steal money
from poor college students.
'But I do believe that the book
swap can provide a service to
students that will prove to be
useful and economical.
As for the student govern-
ment being incompetent, Rick
Gore, why don't you take a
look at your information gath-
ering methods and reevaluate
this statement to sound more
intelligent.
And furthermore Mr. Gore,
in the future you should take
your own advice and "investi-
gate a story from all points of
view" and not base facts on
'hearsay.
-Erin Anderson is the Book
Swap coordinator for ASBSU
u.s. must maintain
role on world, stage
_O...;.;ct;.;;;.ob~e;:..r.:.:::18!..:,2~O~O~1 , ' Onlalsn..:.:.:.;:.:.::.::------------~-----~~~~....:-:..~~
Bookswap will save
students money
ly merited the creation of a
Jewish homeland, Our part-
In the wake of the Sept. 11 nership with Israel has been
terrorist assault on America further strengthened when
and her people, it has become acts of aggression against
popular practice to lay blame Israel have led various Arab
for the cowardly attacks states (Egypt, et al) to
squarely upon the shoulders alliances with the Soviet
of either the evils of capital- Union, beginning in 1957 and
ism or the foreign policy of continuing until its collapse.
the United States (or a combi- In our zeal to contain commu-
nation of both). nism, the United States pro-
What these pseudo-editori- vided arms and aid to the
alists and opinion leaders fledgling nation. In a spirit of
posit however, with respect to reciprocity, Israel has ,been a
foreign affairs, are unrealistic true friend to America
~olutions to a complex set of through the years, voting with
Issues. us in the United
The peace- G t Nations Assembly
nicks and paci- ~~ more than any
fists bl~me ~ur Onnu' '011 other co~ntr~.
close ties With r-: AmerIca IS the
Israel for much of leader of the free
the anti-American sentiment world, charged with an awe-
in the world. But most of some responsibility defined
them, I would surmise, don't by former president George
understand our affiliation H.W. Bush: "As the world's
with Israel and never did, It is most powerful democracy, we
irrelevant to their cause. are inescapably the leader, the
One recent Arbiter article connecting link in a global
by Taylor Newbold suggested alliance of democracies. The
that our forc1gn policy causes pivotal responsibility for
terrorism, stating that, " ...per- ensuring the stability of the
, h<Jps if there had not been international balance remains
such a prominent U.S. pres- ours." Global and domestic
, ence in sacred areas of the terrorism greatly undermine
, Islamic religion we would not this stability and threaten the
: have been as hit nearly as American values of peace and
, hard than if our government prosperity, strength and secu-
: had just minded its own busi- rity, democracy and defense.
: ness." This quote would indi- George Bush the elder fur-
: cate then, that isolation and ther reminded us that, "we
; pacifism are the answers to can either shape our times, or
: our woes. This is a very falla- we can let the times share us.
: cious assumption indeed. And shape us they wil , at a
: Many scholars believe that price frightening to contem-
1 the creation of the Israeli state plate-morally, economically,
: was an indirect result of and strategically." ,
: American pacifism and isola- If we cower to the fears
: tionism prior to our involve- brought by terrorists, then
, ment in WWII. Our failure to they have won. And they will
: act in the early phases of the not stop with a few buildings
: war in Europe coupled with in two U.S. cities. As long as
: our refusal to grant political America remains a torch of
'asylum to Jewish refugees freedom to the world, terror-
: fleeing the Third Reich moral- ists are threatened, and will,
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By Erik Heldemgnn '
I' ,
3115 W.StaI8,SI. Bols8, II. 83103
"
carry out their twisted
s.chemes of diabolical propor-
tions.
What has become clear is
that the United States cannot
retract from the world stage
and shirk in its responsibili-
ties to build a new era of
peace and cooperation in the
world, even if it agitates a few
fundamental religious fanat-
ics. While our presenc~ in the
Middle East and our alliance
with Israel' may be seen as
quasi-imperialistic to the
region, our role has become
that of peace facilitator, much
to the chagrin of religious
hard-liners who prefer blood-
shed to compromise.
Weare in the position of
influence and we know the
costs of inaction. Early in the
last century, the United States
failed to assume a leadership
role in the devastation follow-
ing World War I. It instead
abdicated to a weaker, more
fragile Britain, who in turn
failed to construct a coalition
to preserve peace and stability
in the face of a German-led
challenge to the international
order. Global war was the
result, and millions of need-
less casualties was the price.
These are unnerving times
for America, but the evils of
terrorism must be confronted
to secure freedom from fear.
Unfortunately, as is often the
case in such circumstances,
innocent civilians will pay a
price for their government's
stubborn refusal to meet
unambiguous and non-nego-
tiable demands. I fervently
hope this kind of death will be
minimized. Nevertheless,
turning back is not an option
and "splendid isolation" is a
fool's formula for self-
destruction.
Message to Amertca's
enemies: the U.S. is strong
I!Y Erik Brokgw We are a diverse people lawlessness. To submit to you
because we arc free to be would be anathema.
We state the following as a diverse. We are a rich people You believe you can win.
word of warning to those of because we are free to engage But you arc already rushing
you who have counseled to in the economic pursuits that headlong toward your own
make war on America. You have created the greatest eco- destruction. You believe you
have underestimated us. You nomic engine in recorded his- can attack and that we will be
have misread our intentions. tory. And we ~re strong mili- frightened, that we will run
You have misun- tarily because we away, that we will shrink
de~stood o~r Guest cherish our free- from the task at hand. But you
~11lty,our-convlc-IU~ ~::i.ll dom and will fight are gravely mistaken. Perhaps
tion, a;td .our ~p.1!!!Q!!J to maintain it. you arc unaware of how tena-
deter~InatlOn. What you mistake ciouslya free nation will fight
You, like all oth- in us for disunity to keep its liberties.
ers wl~o have gone before is, in fact, the open expression If you were given the
you, Will now suffer the con- of our freedoms. As you now power to control all media,
sequences of your fo~ly. must realize to your peril, all communications, all meetings
Y0l;1 ,have Said that petty disputes and bickering and assemblies, you could not
Amenca. s greatness comes are quickly set aside ~hen ~e halt ou.r free speech. If you
from Its vast natural are attacked. Amenca wIll were given the authority to
resources. But other nations defend itself II ., rescind all
have abundant natural against your Ameflca s sfreflgtlt laws, over"
resources and yet they have viciousness to and fj!reatl1ess do rule all
not risen to the greatness of vouchsafe its not t'o[e by' wall of courts and
America. You have said that freedom. natura. .resDurct!'s, control all of
America's strength comes You talk of nor mt )tarl/. our institu-
from its diverSity., But other fighting to the st.ren~th, nl,tr.bll the tions, you
~ations nave diverse popula- last man dive tty 0 tt~ could not
hons and yet have not against us. But peop e. erase justice
enjoyed the dominant posi- your words from our
tion America holds among the offer little minds. If our
world's"peoples., comfort for those of your own nation were given into your
You have pointed to land whose lives you have hands and you were of a
America's military strength as made bitter. A man will fight mind to tear down every
the measure of its greatness. for a little while and with building, deface every icon, to
Yet other countries in the token effort if pressed into excoriate every trace of our
twentieth century mustered service under duress from a history, if you were to shred
armies and weapons to match tyrant. But, given the oppor- every copy of the
the raw military strength of tunity, he will surely flee. Constitution and burn every
America. Yet, at the begin- Such is the case with those flag, you could not remove
ning of the twenty-first centu- whom you have mercilessly liberty from our hearts.
ry, it is America that stands pressed into service, who You will always underesti-
alone as the sole super-power even now abandon your front mate our strength since you
in the world. lines. But America is differ- focus on what we have and
No. America's strength ent. We fight you willingly, of not who we are. You will
and greatness do not come by our on accord, for the defense never understand our thirst
way of natural resources, nor of our homes and our loved for liberty since your vision
~ilita~y stren.gth, nor by the o.nes.We w.ill fight you in the has been clouded with your
diverSity of Its people. The helds and In the forests. We own lust for poV'!er.You have
core of America's greatness will fight you in the moun- roused us to war. And we are
comes from the freedoms tains and 111 the valleys. We a mighty nation when
guaranteed to its citizens. will fight you to our last per- aroused. For America, there
America is strongest when son, to our last ounce of will be no rest, no respite,
every man, woman, and strength, to our last breath. until you are vanquished.
child, regardless of race, For yours is the face of evil, May God have mercy on your
color, or creed, is afforded you despots who would take souls.
their full measure of liberty. away liberty and promote
lette~
toOOitor
Seebeyond labels
This letter is in response to
Jerel Thomas's Monday article
titled "Some homosexuals
aren't all that Nice" I am writ-
ing to express my sincere con-:
dolences to Jerel Thomas
because he will never be an
man in my eyes. I'm sure you
are a very nice person' but
never my equal. In your
Monday article you stated,
and I quote, "As you all know,
Matt Shepard was the homo-
sexual who' was beaten to
death by two crazy criminals
in Wyoming."
I'm sorry but Matthew
Shepard was not the homo-
sexual who was beaten to
death. Matthew Shepard was
the MAN beaten to death who
happened to be a homosexual.
H ffie same would have hap- ,
pened to you would you've
written "Jerel Thomas was the
heterosexual beaten to death."
NOPE!So until you can see
people beyond there sexual
orientation, skin color, politi-
cal ideologies, etc. please
refrain from having children.
Christopher Mathias
Social Science and Public
Affairs Senator, ASBSU
matter of free speech, YOI1;u'e
allowed to hate any group or
person for any reason." " .,'l
I think you have misse4
your calling Jerel, you should
be writing for Hallmark greet-
ing cards with your uplliting
words of wisdom. Now that
you have defined free speech
for me lets go yell fire in a
crowded theater for fun, O.K.?
We minorities should also
be taking our cues from you.
Anyone who only makes up
35 percent of the total popula-
tion must be ready to pull
their hair out from all of the
racism they face, how you
make it through a day is truly
inspirational to me. Clarifying
"those dirty leftists" was also
a big help. We definitely need
to do something about people'
like Helen Chenoweth, Jerry
Falwell, Pat Robertson, Mayor
Brent Coles, and others who
are farther left of the scale
than you. Please keep writing,
your pearls of wisdom are ...,
well they're something.
Jerel Thomas should
write for Hallmark
I hate being wrong, but I
Rri4e. myself on quickly
Changmg my view when con-
fronted with overwhelming
evidence. Jerel, I waswrong to
disagree with such a compas-
sionate humanitarian. You
brought a tear to my eye when
you wrote "Is it not my right"
guaranteed under the first
amendment, to hate a per-
son?"
You are so sympathetic
when you stated "The hate is a
Duke Staggs
Informational
Open House
Come in on any Sunday from 4 p.m. to
close and show your college ID. When you
purchase one entree and two beverages you
will receive a second entree
FREE.
ISUIBSU Speech
Language-Pathology
Undergraduate
Degree Program
anytime Monday .'Saturday show your
collegelD and receive a
10% discount
on your entire guest check.
3599 Federal Way
(In front of the Fred Meyer)
Offer not valid with any other $p8Clala.cOupons or dlsc()l/llts. Not valid
on holidays. Please show college 10 when paying. expires 12131101.
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All aboard the
bandvvagon
By Steve Gowgns
The Arbiter
Is it just me, or do people across the country seem to sud-
denly become "baseball fans" around this time of year? Most
of you can relate and know what I'm talking about. Chances
are many of these kinds of people that I'm describing are read-
ing this right now.
It's October, which can only mean one thing to people who
know baseball; it's the playoffs. But many people completely
forget about the months of work that go into building the
drama and excitement that we experience throughout this
final month ..
The beginning of a new year starts and for about two weeks
these fans keep up with the scores and highlights, but then go
into hibernation for six months until the field is narrowed
from the 30 regular season teams to eight of the best teams in
the league that are competing in the playoffs. -
Could it be that the season is too long? Is It not possible to
withstand the marathon of games from April to September
that makes October what it is? Think about it, would the play-
offs be as exciting if each team played a couple of times and
then were immediately thrust into post-season? Of course not,
so why do people feel the only way they can support a team is
in the last few weeks of the year?
The fact is, these fans not only defy what the great
American pastime is all about, but also in turn, give a bad
name to the dedicated fans who remain loyal to a team
throughout the year. It's the everyday fan that sees a team
through thick and thin, through slumps and injury, through
loss; just for the pure enjoyment of being a part of something.
These are the fans that make sports great. These are the fans
that should be put on a pedestal and exalted so others can
model after them.
"Bandwagon" or "fair-weather" fans, however, should be
shunned and cast away to an island never to be heard from
again. It's these fans that once only the winning teams are left
standing from a long and vigorous season, latch onto the one
they feel gives them the best chance of being a winner too.
Well, here's a news flash; it could be possible that they're a
bigger loser then the team that finished last in the season. At
least the players didn't say screw it in the middle of the year
to abandon their team once they raalized they had no chance,
only to change sides and play for a contending team, like
many of the bandwagon fans do.
lt's not even as if these fans are hard to find. They're every-
where. Brothers, aunts, cousins, friends and even that person
you see in the mirror every day, living amongst the devoted
infecting and corrufting the steadfast loyalty. They are usual-
ly the ones that fee they have to compensate for their traitor-
ous ways by yelling the loudest and by decking themselves
out from head to toe in team apparel- which probably isn't the
smartest thing to do considering next year they'll have a new
"favorite" team and wiJIhave to spend hundreds of more dol-
lars to prove it. But then again, how smart could they be in the
first place?
They are also the fastest to deny what they really are. I can't
count the number of times I've heard, "I've liked these guys
my whole life, how dare you question that?" Well that's great
considering in all actuality they hadn't even heard of the team
until they took the lead in the 5th inning, but props to them for
being a loyal fan ever since - or until the team loses.
Real fans know they don't need to prove themselves to any-
one, they let the team do the talking for them.
Here's an idea, if you can't take losing then don't partici-
pate at all. It's what makes competition what it is. Two teams
play each other, one wins and the other loses, but lives to play
another day. How about being your own person and putting
your belief in something because that's what YOUwant to do
for a change.
But maybe it's just me.
Quarterback Ryan Dinwiddie leaves one Golden Hurricane flat on his face and prepares to blow by another
during last Saturday's game. This week the Broncos hit the rood to take on Fresno State.
Broncos face No.8
Fresno State on ESPN
Fresno State scores a lot of
points per game at 33.3, but
they also give up a lot at 22.3.
Boise State is averaging 29.2
points per game, while giving
up 26.3 points per game. But
with the level of competition,
those numbers can be skewed.
Boise State does have the
luxury of already playing in a
hostile environment when they
traveled to South Carolina ear-
lier this season. That will be
important this week as Bulldog
Stadium holds 41,031 people.
Currently Fresno State has a
home winning streak of 18
wins. Last season the atten-
dance at Bulldog Stadium
actually averaged about one
hundred more than capacity.
Fresno State is coming off
an overtime win against
Colorado St. 25-22 last
Saturday night.
of his own. Dinwiddie is the
4th rated passer in the nation
with a rating of 169.1%. Last
week Dinwiddie had his best
game going 27 of 37 for 405
yards and four touchdowns
through the air. For the season
Dinwiddie is 105 for 167 and
1676 yards with 14 touch-
downs and 5 interceptions.
Bronco running back Brock
Forsey rebounded from a dis-
appointing game against Rice
with a 127-yard effort last
week against Tulsa. It is very
important for Forsey to be
effective to open up the pass-
ing attack for Boise State.
Fresno is lead at running
back by Paris Gaines. So far
this season Gaines has rushed
for 542 yards. on 107 carries.
Gaines has 4 touchdowns and
is averaging 5.0 yards-pel'-
rush.
On paper the match-up
looks almost favorable for a
close game for the Broncos.
By pgrrln Shindle
Tile Arbiter
national television with noth-
ing to lose..
The Bulldogs are the team
with everything to lose as the
teams meet for the first time as
WAC opponents. They are the
undefeated team, with a
Heisman Trophy candidate at
quarterback, and they are
ranked No.8 in the nation.
Fresno State is led by David
Carr at quarterback. 'Carr has
vaulted himself into the
Heisman race with great lead-
ership and a professional cal-
iber arm. Not to mention big
wins over then ranked
Wisconsin and Oregon St. on
the road. He has a quarterback
rating of 154.35.Carr is 140 for
216 this season with 1800
yards. He has only thrown 2
interceptions compared to 14
touchdowns.
The Broncos have sopho-
more quarterback Ryan
Dinwiddie, who is putting
together a pretty decent season
The Boise State football
team has a shot to shine as they
take on undefeated and BCS
bowl-bound Fresno State this
Friday on ESPN. It will be the
Broncos first, and only, nation-
ally televised game of the sea-
son unless they make it to a
bowl game.
One might think that the
Broncos have been looking for-
ward to this game since the
season started, but the Broncos
don't think so.
"We're just looking to take
it a game at a time," coach Dan
Hawkins said.
The Broncos are coming off
a very convincing win against
Tulsa 41-10 and look to carry
that momentum over to the
Fresno State game. However,
what more do you need to get
up for a game than to go
against a top ten team on Women's
soccer earns
first WAC
victory
Bronco Sports
third place at the NCAA
CollegeWorld Series.
Athletic Director Skip
Bertman, said he is glad to see
the lawsuit close.
"I'm glad it's behind us," he
said. "Of late, we've been of
pretty good compliance of Title
IX."
The University hires govern-
ment consultants to come to the
campus for two to three weeks
and interview coaches and
administrators to give them
advice on what they can do to
improve the school's compli-
ance efforts, Bertman said.
Bertman said LSU has
changed since the lawsuit was
filed in 1994,and he would not
expect a lawsuit of this type at
the University now.
"Naturally, nobody should
be discriminated against in any
sense," he said. "From what r
can see, all the ladies are satis-
fied."
The plaintiffs of the lawsuit
were unable to be reached.
provide further comment.
However, Provost Daniel
Fogelsaid the University's main
concern is moving forward.
"It appears to be a reasonable
settlement, and we are focused
on moving forward," he said.
One of the changes since the
lawsuit was the formation of a
senior women's administrator
position to oversee the progress
and direction of women's ath-
letics.
Judy Southard, who serves
as associate athletic director and
senior women's administrator,
said the position also is a liaison
between LSUwomen's athletics
and the NCAA.
"I think over time the
University posture has changed
dramatically and the provisions
necessary to run a top notch
women's athletic program," she
said.
Southard said recent success-
es of the women's teams show
the University's commitment to
women's sports.
For example, since its cre-
ation in 1997, the LSU softball
team won five SEC division
titles, three SECchampionships,
two SEC tournament titles and
attorney for the University.
"Litigation is expensive,
uncertain," he said. "Enough lit-
igation had taken place, and the
parties wanted to move for-
ward."
The settlement requires the
plaintiffs dismiss the lawsuit
and any future claims against
the University related to the
case.
However, the plaintiffs can
seek judicial enforcement if
LSU's commitment to women's
athletics and the University can
contest attempts if they are
deemed unwarranted.
"We are pleased the
University and the plaintiffs
were able to find some common
ground in this case and settle
the suit in an amicable fashion,"
said Chancellor Mark Emmert
in a statement Wednesday. "The
University has made some sig-
nificant strides in supporting
women's athletics during the
past decade, and everyone con-
nected to LSU is proud of the
successes of all the University's
sports, both men's and
women's."
Chancellor Emmert was out
of town Monday and could not
LSUsettles discrimination
suit with former athletes
Dean retired after the spring
2000semester.
In February 2000, a court of
appeals ruled the University
violated Title IX, a federal law
that states that no person should
be excluded from any federally
funded program or activity on
the basis of gender.
As part of the settlement, the
University also wiJI pay more
than $1 million to the two law
firms representing the students.
The attorney for the plaintiffs,
Nancy Rafuse, could not be
reached before press time.
The payment is a compro-
mise based on a mandate by the
federal court after a trial case in
1996. The University's insur-
ance, administered through the
Officeof RiskManagement, wiJI
pay the settlement, according to
LSUattorneys.
The settlement is not an
admission of liabilityon the part
of the University, but is a com-
promise to avoid further litiga-
tion, said David Bienvenu, an
By Heidi Cengc
The Reveille (Louisiana State
U.)
(U-WIRE)BATON ROUGE,
La. - Five former Louisiana
State University athletes will
receive $37,500 each from
Wednesday's settlement of a 7-
year-old sexual discrimination
lawsuit against the University.
The five students sued the
University, claiming the LSU
Athletic Department procrasti-
nated starting women's varsity
soccer and softball teams and
did not provide equal treatment
to female athletes.
According to court docu-
ments, former Athletic Director
Joe Dean allegedly referred to
one of the women as "honey,"
"sweetie" and "cutie" in a meet-
ing about starting a soccer team
and said the University should
consider their request because
the players "would look cute
running around in their soccer
shorts."
The Boise State women's
soccer team defeated Nevada
4-1 Sunday in Reno for the
Broncos' first Western Athletic
Conference victory.
Nevada scored in the first
half to go up 1-0. Then Boise
State tied the match, 1-1,when
Abbe Roche netted a pass from
Coby Meikle in the 34th
minute. Three minutes later,
Nicole Feuz put Boise State up
for good when she scored off a
pass from Abby Bernards to
make it 2-1.
In the second half, Nevada
mustered only one shot, while
the Broncos put together seven
shots and a pair of goals by
Keziah Hill to improve to 5-5-
1 overall and 1-2-0 in confer-
ence play.
The Wolf Pack was outshot
on the afternoon 14-6 and took
one comer kick as opposed to
seven by Boise State.
I -- GOOD.GETTING
HER NAME
HER NUMBER
BAD.--FORGETTING Q. ride t.he IIgh..~.{_...;"·we s t:-''''C/;,w'
.There's a way out. Just call the new and Improved Qwest 411, give us the Information you have - like a number -.
-::-.and we'lI.fililn the rest - like a name and an address. Everything should be so.easy.
Week 6 Steve Darrin
Clint
Buffalo at Jacksonville [ax [ax
[ax
Pittsburgh at Tampa Bay T.B. Pitt.
T.B.
Carolina at Washington Car. Car.
Car.
Chicago at Cincinnati Ciney Cincy
.Chic.
Baltimore at Cleveland Bait.
Clev.· Bait.
Tennessee at Detroit Tenn.
Tenn. Tenn.
New England at Indianapolis In~ In~
In~
Atlanta at New Orleans N .. N ..
N ..
St. Louis at NY Jets NYj"
St. L. St. L.
Kansas Cit~ at Arizona K.C.
K.C. Ariz"
Denver at an Diego Denv.
Denv. S.D.
Green Ba~ at Minnesota Minn.
G.B. G.B. "
Philadelp ria at NY Giants NYG. NYG
NYG.
Tie breaker for Monday Night 38 pts 30 pts
27 pts
'-indicates upsets of the week
Darrin-"Good luck suckers. I can taste the beer now."
~~~ffi.wm, ' SR~oLrt~s~__ ----~----~---~~~~~~
BSU tennis dominates Fall Open
Later in the round, BSU's Boise State.
Pete Peterson knocked off The Bronco's also con-
Vandal Eddie Brisbois to trolled the doubles scene as
The BSU men's tennis advance on to face teammate they sent all three of the teams
team hosted the Fall Open last Bemston in the semifinals. they entered into the quarterfi-
weekend and sent most of the The third round of the nals, and found themselves in
competition home with very quarterfinals featured Bronco another BSU vs. BSU match-
little to celebrate. teammates Mahmud Rezk and uf for the finals when the duo
"Coming into the Matias Silva in a head to head 0 Bernston and Roberts takes
weekend we knew it was a match-up with Silva gaining on the team of Bouvier and
tournament we should domi- the upper hand in two sets. Silva today for the title.
nate," stated head coach Jim Silva would then go on to Coach Moortgat now looks
Moortgat, and that's exactly face another teammate in down the road as he prepares
how things unfolded for the Guillamme Bouvier, who ear- the team for the regional tour-
Broncos. lier defeated Moscow native nament in Las Vegas on the
In what started out as Brad Walkaker to ensure his 23rd. BSU enters the tourna-
"a singles field of 64 athletes spot in the semifinals. ment noticeably as a heavy
from featured schools such as Overall, the Bronco's occu- favorite but will have their
U of I, University of Montana,' pied all four spots of the semi- hands full against 15 other
Washington State, Lewis and final bracket, which any way schools,
Clark, and Montana State, it you look at it are pretty good Coach Moortgat summed
was quickly narrowed down odds. up his feelings about the per-
unti15 out of the 8 participants As the last day of play drew formance last weekend and
left standing in the quarterfi- the single's tournament to a his anticipation for regionals
.nals were from BSU. close, the finals found Marcus as he stated, "Anytime you get
Bronco junior Marcus Bernston and Guillamme big wins it helps to create
Bernston, who recently won Bouvier dueling for the cham- momentum for the next tour-
his first tournament of the pionship. Bernston went on to nament. The team is fit, play-
year in Moscow, advanced defeat Bouvier in three sets (6- ing well, and staying clear
past Montana State's Lukasz 1,6-7, 6-3) to claim his second from injuries. By the time
Mazur to insure his spot in the championship of the year and 'regionals roll around we
final four. . another tournament win to should be in prime shape."
Weekly WAC roundup
By Steye Gowgns
The Arbiter
By Phil Dgllev Dinwiddie is ranked fourth with
168.9.
home games at Jordan-Hare
Stadium, which seats over
85,000 fans.
Hawaii (3-2, 2-2) welcomed
Texas EI Paso (2-4,1-2) to
Honolulu last week only to send
the Miners back to Texas with a
66-7 beating. Sr. QB Nick
Rolovich led the charge with 252
yards passing and 3 touchdown
passes. The Rainbow Warriors
seek their third WAC win as
they travel to Tuba (1-4,0-3) to
take on the Golden Hurricane
this weekend.
San Jose State (0-5,0-2) still
remains the only WAC team
without a win. The Spartans go
on the road to play UTEP at the
Sun Bowl Saturday night. With
a win, the Miners could get back
to .500 in conference play.
Southern Methodist (1-4,1-3)
captured its first victory last
week against San jose State 24-
17. The Mustangs have this
week off as they prepare for
UTEP on Oc1.27.
A littlc-late but the sports writers of the Arbiter are conducting a contest to sec who has
the most luck at picking professional football games. We decided that there was t~o much talk-
ing so we decided to make it public and official. Oh by the way, free drinks for a night go to the.
winner at the end of the year.
After stumbling against Rice
(5-1,2-0) two weeks ago in
Houston, Boise State (3-3,2-1)
got back on track in the WAC
last Saturday at home against
Tulsa (1-4,0-3).
Sophomore QB Ryan
Dinwiddie who threw for a
career high 405 yards and 4 ill's
led the Attack. Senior [cb Putzier
also had a career game with 8
receptions for 164 yards and 3
ill's.
This week will offer a more
difficult task when BSU travels
to California to take on No.8
Fresno State (6-0,2-0). The
Bulldogs added to its wining
streak last week with a 25-22 vic-
tory over Colorado State (2-4).
The Friday night match up
between Boise State and Fresno
State on ESPN will showcase
two of the most efficient quarter-
backs in the nation. Fresno State
Sr. David Carr is ranked 10th in
the nation with a 154.1 passing
efficiency rating while
In other games around the
WAC ...
After traveling to Annapolis,
MD last Saturday, Rice looks to
continue its winning ways as
they host Nevada (1-4,1-1) this
week in Houston. The Wolf Pack
lost last week 45-42 against
Louisiana Tech (3-2,3-1).
Sophomore Kyle Herrn, who
leads the team in rushing and
passing yards, will try to com-
mand the Owls to another victo-
ry and remain undefeated in the
WAC.
Louisiana Tech Travels to
Alabama to take on SEC power-
house No. 20 Auburn (5-1). The
Bulldogs pulled off a victory on
the road last week against
Nevada, but will have their
hands full this week against the
Tigers. Auburn is riding high
after beating No.7 Florida (5-1)
23-20 on their home turf last
week. The Tigers plays their
ArbIter m. photo by Ted Hannon
The women's tennis team travels to Pullman, Washington for the Cougar Classic \I
on Friday, October 19th. It will be on all day event.
Bronco volleyball team travels to play at
Nevada on Saturday ,
The
mble
average. Freshman Jessica
McDonald leads the Broncos
in blocking with 50 blocks in
53 games for an average of
0.94. Junior Chera Sommer is
averaging 9.80 assists per
game while her' back-up,
treshman Mindy Bennett
averages 6.00.
As a team, the Broncos are
averaging 12.59 kills, 11.34,
assists, 1.07 aces, 14.61 digs
and 1.61 blocks per game. The
team is also hitting .124 (705
kills, 428 crrors.. 2227
attempts).
pro nco Sports
Informgtlon
1.43 digs per game) and
Suzanne Stonebarger (3.00
kills and 3.71 digs per game).
As a team, Nevada averages
16.04 kills, 14.36 assists, 2.00
aces, 14.25 digs and 2.02
blocks per game. The team is
hitting .289 (818 kills, 275
errors, 1878 attempts).
Bronco Leaders:
Sophomore Megan Tranter
currently leads Boise State in
total kills with 177 in 56
games for a 3.16 average;
Sophomore Jacqueline Heier
leads the team in digs with
202 in 53 games for a 3.81
Broncos Play at Nevada
Saturday: The Broncos (1-16
overall, 1-6 in the WAC) trav-
el to Reno to play Nevada in a
WAC match on Saturday, Oct.
20.Click here to download
this week's release.
Nevada is 11-3 overall and
5-2 in WAC play. The Wolf
Pack last week lost to Fresno
State (1-3) and San Jose State
(0-3). Nevada is led by
Michelle Moore (3.76 kills and
Clint _" Sorry, but somebody had to teach these boys a lesson. Rookies."
Steve-"These chumps talk too much. Who's with me?"
6th Floor Education Building
Call or stop by today!
You don't have to be violent
to have an anger problem.
Seek help.
Are You SEARCHING?
~
"The Search"
9:00.10:15am Sunday Mornings
Celebrate Jesus in joy with music and the Good News.
Everyone is welcome here in the love of God.
Is Anger Hurting
You
and Your
Relationships?
For real friendship ...
For answers ...
For something more ...YOUR DESIGNHERE
CARPENTER SCREEN
PRINTING & EMBROIDERY
SERVICE, QUALITY, ORIGINALITY
FOR 34 YEARS
459-0883
orders@carpenterscreen.com
University Christian Church,
1801 University Drive, Boise 83706
(Across the street from the BSU Student Union)
(208) 343-5461 + www.uccboise.org
BSU COUNSELING CENTER
426-1601
i'
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: When Tom and Ray
rvtagliozzi were children, they
used to take their father's car
apart and put it back together.
The only problem was, there
were often extra parts left over.
, In 1977, after both brothers
had successfully obtained engi-
neering degrees from the
Massachusetts Institute of
:rechnology, Tom was asked by
the program director of
Boston's WBUR radio, to host a
show about auto mechanics,
j:alled "Car Talk."
, Magliozzi and four other
New England "grease mon-
keys" were invited to be on a
panel for the call-in talk show.
However, he was the only one
to show up on the first day
because the rest thought it was
~l Department of Consumer
:Affairs sting operation.
, So, on the first show,
Magliozzi answered calls from
~)eople with automotive prob-
'ems and gave out many wrong
nnswers, essentially, irritating
some of the callers, but he did it
:in such a manner, that to his
Burprise, he was invited back
the following week.
When he showed up the
next week, the program direc-
tor had been fired and the stu-
dio was empty. There was a let-
ter stating: "You're on your
own, have a good time, and try
to watch your language."
The following week,
Magliozzi jokingly admits
now, that he made the biggest
mistake in "Car Talk" history
by inviting his younger brother
Ray to sit in on the show.
, "Car Talk" became a popu-
: Perhaps the most striking
thing about any Fugazi record
is its ability to surprise. To be
:?ure, there is such a thing as a
D.C. sound, and more specifi-
(ally a Fugazi sound, but what
that sound is can be very hard
\0 put into words. Yes, the
band has perfected the angry,
political hardcore form in its
IS-plUS years. But although
that may be the prevailing pic-
ture of Fugazi, that is just one
minor facet of a very complex
sound-making machine. The
group is made up of five very
inventive musicians who have
limited themselves not one iota
in all of their musical endeav-
ors. They are not afraid to jug-
gle instrumentation and roles.
Fugazi is the epitome of cre-
ativity.
: So in that sense, "The
Argument" is a typical Fugazi
record by way of it being gen-
~rally atypical. The band
.Octgber 18,2001
.'\..
~
answers automotive
questions with a twist
interrupted him mid-sentence,
"You drive a Hyundai, that's
your problem!"
"Car Talk" is critically
acclaimed as one of the funni-
est shows in NPR history and
can be heard in the Treasure
Valley on Boise Stale's KBSX
91.5 FM, also known as NPR
News 91.
"Car Talk" on NPR News 91- KBSX 91.5 FM at Boise State University weekly pro-
gramming schedule
Friday: 11a.m, to noon
Saturday: 8 to 9 a.m.
Sunday: 7 to 8 p,m.
Join Click and Clack, the Tappet Brothers, AKA Tom and Ray Magliozzi, for an hour
of general vehicular madness as they mix automotive advice with their own brand of
offbeat humor.
fugazi experiments with
~The Argument'
By Oakland L. Childers
Colorado Daillf (U.
~olorado)U-Wirc
lar radio fixture in the Boston
area because of their on-air
antics and self-effacing person-
alities. The show gained
national attention reportedly
when Robert Seigel, the host of
National Public Radio's "All
Things Considered." was dri-
ving through Massachusetts
and heard the show.
In 1987, Tom and Ray, affec-
tionately known as Click and
Clack, were asked by NPR to
do a national show, and the rest
is automotive history.
With the expertise of pro-
ducer Doug Berman, the week-
ly call-in show is now aired on
more than 300 NPR stations
nationwide. An estimated 2
million listeners tune in to "Car
Talk" each week.
Over the years, Click and
Clack have tried to answer
questions like, "I'm stuck with
my left arm in the transmission,
how do I get it out?" and "I lost
a three-eighths hex wrench tak-
ing off the cylinder head, but I
can't bend down to pick it up
because I have the timing chain
in my right hand-could you
send your brother over to help
me?"
One time they told a caller
that a metric-crescent wrench
was needed to complete a job
on their faulty alternator. The
woman caller thanked them for
the advice, hung up the phone
and presumably went in search
of this non-existent tool. And,
of course, Click and Clack
laughed uncontrollably.
Both Click and Clack have
publicly aired their aversion for
Fiat's, Hyundai's and Yugo's.
One time a listener called in
and said, "I have a 1989
Hyundai Excel ... " and Ray
moves from straight-up rock to
artsy pop, sometimes in the
same song. Ian MacKaye and
Guy Picciotto make their gui-
tars chirp and squeal rather
than just strumining at them
mindlessly. The songs often
come out delicate, but some-
how, just knowing that some
thought went into every aspect
of a song makes it worth more
than if it simply had power.
Sometimes fragility is power.
One particularly powerful
but still quite delicate songs is
"Life and Limb," sung by
Picciotto with backing vocals
by Bridget Cross. Picciotto
hardly needs a female assistant
to give this or any song femi-
ninity, but it works well here.
The song seems to be about
violence, and the nearly whis-
pered lyrics make a potent
statement. This formula is
repeated to some extent in the
two songs that follow - "The
Kill" and "Starlight."
There are also some outright
rockers here. "Epic Problem"
displays MacKaye's trademark
IDT is 'Dancing Out Loud'
for season opener
yell and little dainty mum-
bling. "Cashout." on the other
hand, channels both his
brawny yell and his hushed
whisper.
"Full Disclosure" shows
Picciotto's in nearly maniacal,
raving side, conjuring up
memories of "Smallpox
Champion" from 1993's "In on
the Kill Taker."
Still, "The Argument" is
Fugazi's most experimental
album yet, excepting the
soundtrack to the documen-
tary on the band,
"Instrument." It incorporates
piano, cello and extra percus-
sion into the standard
bass / drums / guitars / vocals
rock format. But it is still the
band members' chemistry that
makes Fugazi a great band.
They play and write music
together like limbs sprouting
from an individual mind. In
over IS years as a band, Fugazi
has never made a bad record
and that includes this one.
By The Arbiter staff
The Idaho Dance Theatre is opening their
upcoming season Friday with an eclectic
blend of dance, theatre and surrealism.
"Dancing Out Loud" showcases three
choreographers and 14 dancers in perfect
syncopation to several distinct musical
pieces.
For nearly a decade, IDT has been the pro-
fessional dance company-in-residence at
Boise State. Their repertory concept incorpo-
rales modern dance with the elements of bal-
let, creating a unique visual experience.
\DT's Managing Director Cyndi Elliot, a
former dancer, uses the slogan, "experience
the unexpected," for the upcoming season.
"The choreography is intriguing, exciting
and makes you want to dance. 'Dancing Out
Loud' is a total experience, exquisitely staged
and performed," Elliot said.
IDT's co-director Marla Hansen, who is
also a dance professor at Boise Slate, choreo-
graphs the fourth piece, called "Venus." Her
latest work is described as a "hot ballet per-
formed to cool jazz."
The piece is performed by seven female
dancers in a kinetic body shop of motion,
accentuated by contemporary jazz and the
vibra~1t lighting design of Alfred Hansen,
Boise State.
Hansen said that all of the dancers in
"Venus" are highly trained in ballet, but the
product is theatrical in nature.
Idaho Dance 'Theatre presents its fall per-
formance, "Dancing Out Loud," at 8 p.m.
Friday and 2 p.m. and 8 p.m. Saturday at
BSU's Special Event Center. Tickets are $10
for BSU students and faculty at all Select-a-
Seat locations or online at www.idahotick-
ets.com.
A new bridal salon has come to Nampa,
Idaho. Join us October 18th, 19th, and
20th for our Grand Opening Sale!
Great sa~\ngs
r pr\'t.es000 • n\ se\ect\O
,#onde~u products
Qua\\tY S r'l\ce
_friendly ~
Bride/Bridesmaid/Prom Dresses
Shoes, Headpieces. Veils, and Slips
Wedding Accessories
$35 Slip Rentals
LDS5peciaity Clothing
Christening And Quincianera
In-store Alterations
Dream it. Do it.OiSDev.
Disney is coming to campus.
Don't miss your chance to check out the buzz behind the IIMt Disney H{)rld" College Program,
Paid internships with tI~ world-famous resort arc aviilablc to all msjors and all college levels.
Visit wdwcoUegeprogram.com and then atrend
the ~'I1tltion to find out V,11.1tDisney can do for you.
Presentation attendance is required to interview
Hours:
Tuesday thru Friday
10:30 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.
Saturday
10:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Appointments 6y request.
215 II th Ave. So., Nampa, .Idaho
One. block Southwest of the Nampa posfOffice!
Phone: 208-466-244 r· E-mail: legacymga@hotinail.com
Friday, October 19, 2001
10:00 AM
Student Union, Forum Room
~·o ~¢>fSNEfWorld
""1i.....)COLLHiE PROGRAM
wdwcollegeprogram.com
for. DrrJYIIlnl Crurlv"" from Dlv,rU'lJ· ODlIn,v
I--._--~_""-' •."
,'-~"
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'Fisher King' a true
work of art, but tedious
happened in Paris, and the
reader learns the true story.
The characters themselves. are
intriguing, although it takes
too long to get to know them.
The reader can accept Sonny
for the cute little boy he is, but
beyond that every one of them
is shrouded in mystery. And
while almost all the characters
become more sympathetic as
their stories are told, the reader
never really feels close to any
of them. .
Also, each character's posi-
tion in the community is static;
no one evolves, they are just
reviled.
For example, as Sonny inter-
acts with his great-uncle Edgar,
both Sonny and the reader
begin to see Edgar as a kind
and generous man, a point of
view that differs wildly from
how every other character in
the book perceives him.
Contrarily, as Hattie's char-
acter is explained, the reader
becomes more and more con-
vinced that she is not a fitting
caretaker for young Sonny.
And yet, no one but the reader
is aware of these things.
While the writer's style is an
obviously modeled after the
slang of late 1940s black
Brooklyn, it is not easy reading.
Littered with artistic sen-
tence fragments and other liter-
ary devices that detract from
By Melanie Green
The Marquette Tribune
(Marquetie U.)
In the Arthurian legends the
Fisher King is the keeper of the
Holy Grail. The whole round
table quests to find that small
slice of the divine which he
alone keeps.
In Paule Marshall's new
book "The Fisher King" she
outlines a slightly different
kind of quest. .
She tells the story of a young
boy, Sonny, who comes to New
York with Hattie, his mother-
father-sister-brother (in other
words, the only family-like
person in his life) after living
his entire life in Paris.
Sonny is the grandson of
Sonny-Rett Payne, a Jazz
genius who left' New York for
Europe in the 195013with his
wife, Cherisse, and their mutu-
al friend, Hattie to Paris with
him.
Through the book the audi-
ence slowly quests for informa-
tion about Payne's history
along with Sonny and his New
York family. Mattie is the
Fisher King, she holds the
knowledge, but getting it from
her proves near impossible.
Throughout the story vari-
ous characters drop hints, but
it is not until the very end
when Hattie remembers what
Video picks*Outstanding
I;] Worthy effort
So-soerA bomb
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****
Angel Eyes (R)
Bridget Jones (R)
Heartbreakers (PG-13)
Kingdom Come (R)
Knight's Tale (PG-13)
Mexican (PG-13)
Mum!JlYReturns (PG-13)
One Night at McCool's (R)
CJ' r'.J
fT U...
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Upcoming releases
Oct. 16: Town & Country
readability, the reader almost
gets the sense that Marshall
was trying too hard to create
literature.
The form of the narrative,
the overall setting, and even in
some sense the writing style is
very reminiscent of J.D.
Salinger, especially his series
examining the life of Seymour
Glass.
These books, as well as "'The
Fisher King" recreate, through
speculation and memory, the
life of one extraordinary dead
man.
However, while Salinger's
text, often written in first per-
son, pulls the audience into the
Glass' lives, "The Fisher King"
is too reserved to engage the
reader so completely. The
reader is struggling to under-
stand one of the characters, not
to mention all of them.
It is important to say that
the story, once it is actually
told, beginning somewhere in
the middle of the book, is
engaging and the interactions
between the characters is real-
istic and compelling.
It is masterfully written but
seems like it was not written
for the pleasure of the reader as
much as for the expression of
the author. While this may
mark a true work of art, it also
makes for tedious reading.
opes) manage to cope wi
reality and lead normal lives.
There is no semblance of actual
ghosts in Ghost World. I'd
assume we're meant to see the
two lead characters, particular-
ly Enid, as shady inhabitants of
an unspectacular reality.
The clear strength of this
movie is what the directory is
obviously most interested in:
Observational humor. There's
barely a line in the first 45 min-
utes or so of the movie that did-
n't elicit at least modest laugh-
ter. While Zwigoffs previous
film, a documentary called
Crumb (produced by David
Lynch, which should tell you
something), dealt the dark
underpinnings of humanity,
and left me feeling disturbed
and numb, Ghost World deals
with the same subject in a much
lighter, more comedic sense.
lleanna Douglas is hilarious
as the kind of teacher you often
get stuck with in classes with
any semblance of creativity.
Wearing flowing, Enya-esque
purple robes, she passive
aggressively admonishes stu-
dents to bring political mean-
ing into their artwork.
Birch and [ohannson also
give promising performances.
Birch, though she delivers
some of her lines in the same
Alicia Silverstone-esque tone
she used in American Beauty,
looks like the next Christina
Ricci - dark, voluptuous and
brooding. Johannson is remi-
niscent of another brilliant
young actress Sarah Polley.,
both combine striking physical
beauty with an young Jodie
Foster bravado.
Birch's wardrobe also is
splendid. While I'm curious,
how an unemployed la-year'
old can afford clothes to match
her every mood, her motley
attire definitely fits in with the.
comic book theme of the movie -.
I don't know about its com-
petition, but I think it deserves,
an award nomination in cos-.
tume design - of course, those.
usually go to period. pieces:
Then again, a movie about two
grumpy teenage girls could be
described as a period piece, but
I'm talking a movie set in
another era.
Overall, I'd say this particu- ,
lar picture comes highly recom-,
mended. But if you miss it,.
don't fret. It went into wide
release in August (another era),
so I'm sure it'll be out on video
before too long. I do wish that
.Boise would get movies while .
they're hot, but what can ya
do?
By Sean C. Hayes
The Arbiter
With today's comedy suffer-
ing under the burden of new
sensitivity, even a movie pro-
duced earlier this year can
seem like a relic.
When I set out on Saturday
night with a friend, we stopped
in a cafe where a mawkish
chanteuse belted out the "Star
Spangled Banner," and a stem
man stood. at full salute, I
remarked that we were now
witnessing the death of irony.
Walking into Ghost World,
which opened at the Flicks to
good attendance last Friday, I
felt I'd witnessed its resurrec-
tion.
Based on a grafhic novel
(i.e. comic book) 0 the same
name, director Terry Zwigoff
wonderfully strings together a
group of vignettes about two
misanthropic teenage girls
(American Beauty's Thora
Birch and the Horse
Whisperer's Scarlett
[ohannson) playing pranks and
observing humanity at its most
decrepit.
It's only when the movie
begins to develop a plot that it
begins to suffer.
Zwigoffs shift moves away
from loosely connected obser-
vations on humanity, into a
somewhat forced plot about
what Birch's character Enid
will do with herself after high
school graduation.
The plot further moves off to
a conflict between the two girls,
and Enid's involvement with a
loveable loser of an 'older man,
played by Steve Buscemi.
If the title of this movie has
anything to do with its theme,
I'd assume Zwigoff is analyz-
ing how a misanthrope (in this
movie's case, several misan-
Log Cabin starts new
season of Open Mic Nights
Frid_ayand Saturday night special:
Ci
l:.l
The Log Cabin Literary
Center is gearing up for another
season of Open Mic Nights. .
Starting at 7:30 p.m. this
Friday, the rustic venue will
feature original poetry and
prose from some of Boise's
newest talents. Walk-ins are
welcome, but to ensure a spot at02001 KRT
the microphone, organizers rec-
ommend reserving a place on
the program by calling the Log
Cabin at 331-8000.
Other Open Mic Nights slat-
ed for this fall are Friday,
November 16 at 7:30 p.m. and
Friday, December 14 at 7:30
p.m.
MAIN t?>TREET
Ladies all your drinks are free from 8-9pm
.
Men you can have $.50 cent, 16 oz pounder
beers from 9-10 pm.
Tuesday night:
By one well drink or draft beer and
your second one is free all night long
'. - .
Wednesday:
Alive after five might be over, but our
Wednesday night BFD parties are not
'. ,
11.-$_l_.o_o_d_o_m_e_s_ti,.,.-c16,.,.-,.,.-o ,.-z.d_r_aft,.,.-s---,.,-~~,.,.....I
.' ,,' " ,- -.',".', . " - --'.' ., -,.,' .:", ,.
$2.00 16 oz. Micros
(yep.that includes Fat Tire)
TlJ.ursClayNight:
ILadies Night! . I~
....;;,-;t:',.+<, ....c:,.", .....: •fii":,.:.::t'!,\:.;").;;,':'."I,ij";:'.'}":"" ,:,(:,,':;'J.:~"'"'/:' .. ,., :'/.,{' ...~Pf¥'·'::;'iif,":4',il(
Ladies all your drinks are
only $1.00 all nig~t long.
;.
\.
Old Boise
Upcoming Events
Halloween Bash
This is our legendary party, ir
will take place on Wednesday:'
night the 31st. You don't ever ~
_want to miss this. party. ~
.Do you have a private party to plan? The .
Bistro .has up to four different rooms to;
rent and will help you make your party a
great success:We can handle anything ..
from 5 people to 500 ..For more .
information call 345-9515 askforTed.
"
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G.,gtgeCarl.in .•saY.'s~irlil1e
.safety? Who nee(Jslt?
Anychlldold enough was put more commonly used electric B'LSegn C. Hgyes' George who? We didn't pub- help us laugh at our own
to work. Most kids worked on rice cooker, The rice must be The Arbiter lish any Geor&: Carlin book. I hypocrisies and misconcep-
the coffee farm,· or did house- white medium grain and think terronst must have tions. .
. k, So tim' th .. f bl J. . N t th It was ju..st announced that doped our water. supply to If ~ou're looking for Insen-wor me es ey were pre era y apanese. ex r e ~1've Americans this mass sitiv] in this incr.easinl!ly un-
sent. on the family boat for. a rice is usually placed in a bam- Martin Scoreese's new picture ld C lin d liPstint of fishing, boo bowl to cool. I then add Gangs of New York was post- elusion. ironic wor ,ar e verso
d f th
. 1 f ct th t Inone of Carlin's sections of As for£fe0od comedy, the
M:u mother's sometimes the sushi mixture to the rice !??ne or e SImp e a a hi:'" fharsli~ It'S about New York. An offi- vignettes called "Short Takes:" book su ers t e acx 0
upbringing allowed her before it cools fully and then cial at Miramax said he decid- he says that he'd love to see Carlin's delivery, .Another
to be a very strong and deter- shuffle. Fanning the· rice ed to "err on the side of sensi- many major catastrophes hap- book published this year by
mined woman, wfiich allowed allows the grains to have a nice ti 'tv" pening all at once: ".,.Two comedian Margaret Cho suf-
me to be raised a very strong. glossy sheen, which is impor- If'a movie simply about 747s colliding above Times fers a similar problem,
and determined woman 'tant to the presentation of the New York is too offensive for Square, .. Iran and Israel hav- Without the comedian's deliv-
myself, The difference sushi. The filling should be our times, the folks at ing a nuclear exchange, the ery you're not sure how to
betyveen our strengths. is that prepared while the rice is Hyperion publishing must be Dow Jones dropping 8,500 read a lot of the material.
she values the stability of the cooking. I put the crabmeat sliitting bricks right now. points.,;" I would far rather see a live
known, and I, on the other into a food processor with the George Carlin's 2n01 book We can only assume old Carlin show than read uncon-
hand, embrace difference and mayo and some rice vinegar, If Napalm and Silly Putty, a col- George was delighted to see nected vignettes forcibly
change. . you can, use Japanese mayo lection of vignettes and stand- four simultaneous plane crash- strung together in a bOOK.
Tfiisis definitely shown in mstead. up material which arrived in es, three buildings collapsing, Comeuians often perform their
our differing styles of sushi Now the difference bookstores just a few months Wall Street shutting down, live shows with no transition
makin~. Now sushi making in between what I learned from before Sept. 11, may be erring Afghanistan getting bombed, or connection between uncon-
Hawaii is not like sushi rriak- my mother, and what I do on the side of gross insensitivi- tabloid rcporters getting nected observations. In a book,
ing in Japan. With the inter- now, is to place the rice on the ty anthraxed, and a partridge in a readers tend to want one
mixing of cultures, Japanese sushi mat, then the nori on lop 'With-all the prescient pow- pear tree. thought to lead to another.
cuisine, along with all the oth- of that. This is called an inside- ers of Miss Cleo, Carlin opines Of course, the career of As for books of stellar com-
ers, were altered to suit the out roll and allows for a nicer in a section called "Airport Georse Carlin is based in his edy, my recommendation for
th
Security:" "If they make air political incorrectness- 2001 is Fraud b~ David Rakoff,
taste of e local peoples. So, tresentation. Let it stand for' - I I .planes completely safe tile ter I
f you're a feminist, you can w 10 las muc 1 10 common
the sushi of Japan ISnot neces- ive minutes, then cut in half rorists wouldsimpiy start save money on a perm and let with .the magnificent David
sarily the same sushi in and keep doing so until you bombing other places that are some of Carlin's statements Sedaris. Rakoff's book, as well
Hawaii. I grew up thinking of have six to eight pieces. The crowded: porn shops, crack about women naturally curl as Sedaris's anthologies offer
sushi as maki sushi, or roll rolls will look like little pink, houses, titty bars, and gang' your hair. both literate and funny-as-hell
sushi, which usually had as a green, and white spirals. bangs. You know, the enter- Political correctness often humor. .
filling tuna, gourd, cucumber, _ When mx mother began to tairunent venues. The odds of impedes creativity, and the As for Carlin, thanks for the
carrots, and colored bonito cut my California roll for me, you being killed by a terrorist idea that we must sensitive to political incorrectness at the
flakes. my mouth began to water. It are practically zero. So I say, any' and every g.roup of people time, I think, we need it most,
On the .weekends, my looked so good. I wanted to relax and enjoy the show," 'really defies tne nature of com- but stick to stand-up.
mother would try new recipes. reach out and grab a piece. Hyperion Publishers say: edy, Ideally, comedy should
One of the more interesting When I remember that day, I
was her attempt at California see it as happening to.someone
rolls. The recipe had just come else. That was one of the few
to Hawaii, in the mid to late times that my mother had time
'80's, from California. The for me. Over the years, the
ingredients included, besides change in my relationship with
the prerequisite sushi rice and my mother from one of fearful
nori, avocado, crabmeat, may- adoration to one of grudging
onnaise, and cucumber. These respect has altered the way I
were rolled, like a sleeping view her life and mine as well.
bag, within the sushi rice, and I see that the changes that I
the nori on the outside of it all. have made in my life may have
The first thing you do when led me down a different path
making sushi is to cook the than hers, but we will still end
rice. There are usually two up at the same destination.
options for this, the old fashion
way, a pot on the stove, or the
By Melina L. Llanes
Brownlee
Stmllght 'streams through
thesingle window above me, I
lOOKup at my mother. Her
smile warms me. My· hands
press the nori, dried: seaweed,
firmly into place. She takes the
maki, roll, from my hands and
places it on the cutting board,
She reminds me we nave to
wait for the rice. to set before
we cut the sushi. I can't wait to
eat it. It's my first time making
sushi and I'm very happy to
spend time with her.
I grew up in a family of four
girls. Bot11 of my parents
worked and my younger sister
and I would be, by today's
standards, "latchkey kids:' My.
mother has strong values as far
as cleanliness and housekeep-
ing are concerned. All chores
were to be done before my
mother came home from work
at 5:30.Also, the rice for dinner
had to be washed and cooking
by 5:15.Now that I am older, 1
understand the myriad of rea-
sons my mother liad for these
strict and unbendable rules.
My mother, whoAs part
Hawaiian, grew up in a family
of seventeen children. She was
born in the older half of the
~roup' and had the responsibil-
Ity of helping to raise ner much
y~}Unger siblings.
l,lnfortunately both of her par-
ents were alcoholics, so a lot of
the adult duties fell to her and
her siblings.
Most Americans don't real-
ly understand that at the time
of my parents' youth Hawaii
was still a territory. We had
just barely started to leave the
agricultural way of life that we
had maintained for almost a
thousand. years. My grandfa-
ther was a fisherman and my
grandmother raised the kids.
,OCTUBAFEST 2001- BSU DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC
Sunday, Octuba 14, 7:30
:p.m., Morrison Center Main
.Hall - The Boise State choral
:concert will feature Fischer
:performing . an African-
:American spiritual, "Wade in
,the Water," with the Men's
;Chorus.
Sunday, Octuba 21, 7:30
p.m., Morrison Center Main
Hall - At the Boise State
orchestra "Brush Up Your
Shakespeare" concert, Boz
Bell will be featured on tuba.
Wilder, Arthur Frackenpohl
and Johannes Brahms.
FEATURING,"
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Krall's' Look of Love'
captures ears, hearts
'*' ~te G'm1ne[Ierccze ames Madison U.)
Grammy-winnerDiana Krall
has done It again. With typ.ical
sultry softnessm her voice,she's
produced an album to seduce
musicloverseverywhereinto the
world ofjazz.
Her newest album,TIleLook
ofLove,deliversamelodiousmix
of romantic remakes, ranging
fromtheBacharachfavorite"The
Look of Love" to the Latin
"BesameMucho."
Winning a Grammy for Best
Jazz Vocalsfor her 1999album,
"When I Look in Your Eyes,"
Krall continueswith that similar
style - a slower,more romantic
brendofvocalsand orchestration.
The music is reminiscentof the
great romantic albums of Frank
Sinatra,mixing lovelorn tales of
woe with Iignt songs of joyous
celebration.
The album opens with
"Wonderful," a typieal Krall
interpretation of a Gershwin
favonte. Smoothly transitioning
from the faster beat of the first
track into the slow jazz Buitar
intro of the second song, Love
Letters," Krall eases the listener
into a blissfulstate of relaxation.
With the London Sv.mphony
Orchestra playin~ in the baCK-
ground and "Krall masterfully
Ilandling the ivories in a short
solo,there's romancein the air.
. In "Cry Me a River," Krall's
vocals shme particularlywell as
she lamentsa lover's return after
breaking her heart. The next
track "BesameMucho,"is p'raba-
bly the best song on the album.
Krallsings the Spanishlove song
with the gusto 01a Spanishbulr-
fighterana a voiceof flowingsil-
ver. It's impressivethat although
Spanish is not her native lan-
guage, Krall masters the Latin
beat and proves herself a dulcet
diva."The Night We Called it a
Day" is one of the best combina-
tions ofjazz guitar,piano, vocals
and orchestra found in modern-
day jazz. Also backed by the
London Symphony Orcllestra
and with a wonderful bass-dri-
ven beat( "Dancingin the Dark"
entices listeners in10the rhythm
and dares them not to dance
along.
. Beautifully opened by the
LondonSymphonyOrchestra,"I
Get Along Without You Very
BoiSE StatE UNiVErsity
Stucbt PrOqraMS Board PrESENtS-
COMMUNiONOF ThE BaNds
Well" brings a tear to any eye.
Krall's lusfi lyrics betray more
than a hint of sadness as the
orchestra magically moves and
blends behind her. And if you
thought that Burt Bacha'rach
knew how to sing his own song
well,just wait unfil you've heard
Diana Krall sing "The Look of
Love." The Iyncs have never
sounded so sensual,though the,}'
are no differentthan Bacharachs
own rendition.
The final track of the album,
"MaybeYou'llBeThere," leaves
listeners wishing they really
could be there.WIthelegantjazz
guitar solos mixingwonderfully
with piano over top of the
London Symphony Orchestra,
one won't want the song or the
albumto end.Thisalbumcontinuesto
maintainthe levelof Krall'sabili-
ty to enticeeverydaypeople into
the fold of jazz lovers.WIthgor-
geous mixes of orchestratIOn,
lyricsand, of course,Krall'ssiren
ton~e, this album is destined to
be played over and over as one
enjoys romantic retreats, candle-
lit chats or lazy drives through
the country.
DANGER BABY
ORGANECH
SUB*VERT
FLY2 VOID
RELaPSE
JAKKED RABBIT
BEAT 16
Fix8
TRIPHONIC
FAT JOHN &
THE THREE SLIMS
ADMISSION IS FREE
THURSDAY, OctObEr 18, 2001
BSU StudENt UNiON BuiLdiNg
Hatch BaLLrOOM
7PM -- MidNight
'~~'
, Itf~tlON426INFO
Thursday, Octuba 25, 7:30
p.m., Morrison Center Recital
Hall-Boz Bell, a senior tuba
perfonnance major, will per-
form works. by Ralph
Vaughan Williams, Alec
Tuesday, Octuba· 30, 7:30
p.m., Morrison Center Recital
Hall - Octubafest Recital.
Students will perform original
and transcribed literature for
the tuba. In addition, a large
tuba ensemble will perform.
SEARS, A PEOPLE-FOCUSED
FORTUNE 25' COMPANY,
HAS BEEN REINVENTING
RETAIL SINCE THE 1880s.
Our outstanding career development
programs and our highly supportive
culture can put you on the fast track
while preparing you for long-term suc-
cess. To learn about our Retail Executive
Devel-opment Program; our career
opportunties in Accounting, Asset
Protection, Credit Services, Information
Technology, Internal Audit and Logistics,
and our Management Internship
Program, visit www.sears.com.
Visit our Information Session on
6.ctober 29, 6:00 - 8:00 pm in the
Cataldo Room. We will be conducting
interViews on the following day,
October 30.
CAREERS WITH SEARS TheAroiter
October ·18,2001
~noouncem""ts I [~~ted
Get free help with
your writing at the
BSU Writing Center
LA-2oo, 426-3585.
I [Help.Wanted
Records Clerk
Hawley Troxell Ennis
Hawley, LLP has the
above position avail-
able in either 2 part-
time positions or 1 full-
time position. Position
responsible for the
orderly filing, mainte-
nance, closing, and
storage of client files.
Qualified individuals
will have a high school
diploma or equivalent.
Must have the ability to
quickly and accurately
store and retrieve client
documents within des-
ignated firm guide-
lines. Law firm experi-
ence a plus.
Competitive salary.
Benefits available for
individuals working at
least 30 hour Iweek and
include 401(k) match-
ing and profit sharing.
Send resume to:
Director of Human
Resources; Hawley
Troxell Ennis &
Hawley; PO Box 1617;
Boise ID 83701 or emal
to jort@hteh.com or
pick up an application
at 877 Main Street,
Wells Fargo Building,
10th Floor. EOE
www.hteh.com
IDEAL
EMPLOYMENT
...those who have excellent vernal
skills and need a lIexible
STUDENTSI
REMINDERI
ASBSU ("26-1440) provides
FREE AnoRNEY
CONSULTATIONS
with 8 local private lawyor for
molt ktgal problema you may
havQ,
Including:
divorce/family law
landlord problems
child custody and
child support
collection and
debt problems
personal Injury and
Insurance
workmen's
compensation
claims
OUI/crlmlnal
TAKE
ADVANTAGE I
IMAGINE THIS:
•EY!nin~&Wee~ s~ifts~ MWk
• Top DollM· our ~ aooge V~llJ1lour
· PaidTraining
~ ~TURNER& KLElli
FOR MORE iNFORMATION
CALL (208) 376-4480
Boise & Nampa's
Best Part-Time
Job for Studentsl
Call AS85U !Qtan appoInlrTltnl
At\omlIyI,~lA.amll:
W'ldJoOn~of~
ll.umLl ~ 0lI\0M LLP,
floit.a,lO
Subjects wanted.
People, pets, etc. for
beginning photograph-
er, will trade for prints.
Call 368-9906
UnitedParcelService
. Employment
[""''''-''''l~'-'J
r,.8~5::kendS ~P~Shifts available "/ <I!>to work around school
schedule[HelP~Wanted
Information:
On-Campus Call:
426-5627
On theWeb:
shopt@ups.com
UPS is an Equal Opportunity,
Aftinnatlve Action Employer.
Wanted nanny for
child care in our home.
8hrs. 1 weekday and 4-
6 hrs. Friday or
Saturday night (12-14
hrs/week) $9/hr.
Call 344-3461
How to play:
Okay, okay-if you were wrong,
you can still send another e-mail
to contest@arbiteronline.com
with the correct answer. and
you'll be rewarded with one entry
for the weekly drawing just for
being so persistent!
Read the Monday edition ofThe
Arbiter & find the trivia question of
the week, then submit your answer
to contest@arbiteronline.com.
The correct answer will be printed
in the Thursday's edition. If you
were right, you'll be rewarded with
two entries for the weekly
drawing-if you were wrong, your
answer will be passed around the
office and laughed atl
Congratulations
Kayce Finner
last weeks winner ..
Contest. rules: The Fine Print
All winners will be selected by a random
drawing of eligible entries. Weekly
winners will receive a prize donated by
that week's .sponsor. All entries
containing the correct answer will be
entered into a grand prize drawing, 10 be
held at the end of the semester. No
purchase necessary. All prizes will be
awarded. Grand prize will be one
semester of free books. 10 be provided by
the BSU Bookstore. Used books will be
provided where avail~ble~ . This offer is
void where prohibited or restricted by
federal. state, or local laws. Employees
of The Arbiter. the BSU Student Union.
their families and government employees
are not eligible. Applicable wes are the
sole responsibility of the winners. _
All e-mails must include an
answer (preferably a correct one),
your name, address and a phone
number-so we can hunt you
downif you win.
Weekly winners will be .
announced in the following
Monday edition. The Grand
Prize Winner will be announced
in the Dec. 17th Finals Relief
issue. Contest runs 08/27/01
though 12/14/01.
The Arbiter • Page 13
DILBERT®
Toyota '91 Canny,
120k miles, cold A/C,
CD player, tilt, great
gas milage (4Ompg on
highway)! good condo
$45000BO
call #713-5028
DOGBERT: C United Feature Synclcate, lee.
_--------u,.-------- ....
STOCI< MARI<ET EXPERT 11'\'( SECRET ECONOI'\IC i 1'\'( NEW BOOI< IS. "IF
IF '(OU
n cose HOLDING 0 I'\ODEL S.A.'(S '(OU • '(OU .A.REN'T CHURNING,
IS .A.F.A.~l1N~ I<NIFE, ISHOULD CH.A.NGE'(OUR 1 '(OU .A.REN'T LE.A.RNING. II
'(OU CAN DOLL.A.RCOST U CASH .A.LLOCATION FROI'\ !
.A.VEMGE THROUGH THE 12,1-t%TO 12.3%. ..
DE.A.DCAT E i..
BOUNCE. i:.'.: i
~~Ui~~ ~~···i~.
Honda 91 Accord LX
Tan, CD, AC, CC,
power everything, 5
sp. Extras great condo
859-3422
85 Ford Ranger Excel
4x4 $2450 102,000
miles Call Sam
343-3546
NO, I'VE NEVER
li NOTICED TH.A.T I;;
: LE.A.VE.A.TR.A.IL OF
..
~.. REEI<ING SLII'\E
WHEREVER I SLITHER.
i..
"8..
"::1X)-.t---_-.l 0
[H0usmg I I '(OU I'\IGHT GET SOI'\E
~ HOSTILE QUESTIONS
lOWING TO THE F.A.CTTH.A.T THE'( FOUNDOUT .A.BOUT THE L.A.,(-
OFFS B'( RE.A.DING
THE NEWSP.A.PER.\
WE NEED TO H.A.VE
.A.N.A.LL-COI'\P.A.N'(
I'\EETING TO T.A.LK
.A.BOUT THE.l.A.,(OFFS.
Evergreen Suites -
Partially Furnished
rivate Suites by BSU.
All Utilities and Cable
TV paid ~FREE HBO
843-1600 $350 IMonth
i
.A.NDI'D .A.PPRECI.A.TE !.;
IT IF THIS QUESTION ;;
DIDN'T INVOLVE 1'\'( :
ODOR. M'( DN.A.. OR ~••
.A.N'( COI'\P.A.RISONS -
TO RODENTS, SN.A.I<E.S i
OR ~
~. WE.A.SELS. ~
o
E
8
i
..--...~--'il.L5~~~~~~"""""----'
I'LL T.A.I<EONE I'\ORE ~
QUESTION .A.BOUT i
THE L.A.'(OFFS... ,(ES. i
,(OU IN THE BJ\CK. §
Newer duplex
2bd/2ba double car
garage, fenced back-
yard $775 Imonth Call
381-8431
NEVER
I'\IND.
\
E
8~~~~i
____i'--_~~w---'
Crossword
ACROSS
1 Militarize
4 In addition
7 One of O.J.'s
lawyers
14 Make up facts
15 Bladed pole
16 Bait smelt
17 Actor Armand
19 San_, CA
20 Sidewalk surfers?
22 Slipup
23 Floral ring
24 Old salt
27 College cheer
30 Poet Teasdale
32 Switch on
35 God of love
37 Seize suddenly
38 Lion, at times
39 "Rocket Man"
rocker John
41 Singer Tillis
43 Nemo's creator
44 More expensive
46 Bribe
48 Queen of Sparta
49 Existing naturally
50 de force
52 Pa
53 Knight or
Kennedy
54 "We the
World"
56 Young seal
58 Marine motto .
65 Thermosetting
resins
67 Lamentation
poet
68 "_, the Wrath of
God"
69 Maglie or Mineo
70 Common viral
infection
71 tv10st pungent
72 Attempt
73 Decimal base
© 2001 Tribune Media services. Inc
All rights reserved.
Solutions
3
6 Nabisco cookie
7 Frighten
8 More accessible
9 Basilica area
10 Gaze
11 Unlucky
12 Edge
13 Lennon's love
18 Goddess of folly
21 Fine-grained,
gypsum -
25 Order of
-business
26 Double-check
text
27 Double-check
text
28 Dahl or Francis
29 Chinese soup
31 Strike sharply
. 33 Fall mo.
34 Highlander
36 Yellow-billed rail
40 Court divider
42 .Bossy bellow
45 Harvesters
47 Of an eye part
DOWN
1 Melodramatic
exclamation
2 Chance taken
3 Arizona city
4 Skin creams
5 High-fiber
ingredient
51 In an uncouth
manner
55 VCR button
57 Cribbage
marker
-59 Off-ramp
60 Deep, slimy soil
61 Song ending?
62 Raise
63_.ofMan
64 Stljpefy.
65 Devour . .
660rg. of Duval and
Toms ..
I
I
I
I
I
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~ollege Republicans petition for FoxNews
py Eygn Mgyor • station to tum to." will be able to see unbiased cov-
Vanderbilt Hustler (Vanderbilt The Fox News· network erage for themselves in the near
U.) claims its intent is quite differ- future."
ent from other networks, stating Adding a new station to the
. (U-WlRE) NAsHVILLE, in a publication, "For the three TeleVU program is not an easy
Tenn, ~ Each year the Interhall out of four Americans who task, but there is a lot of support
technology secretary probes. believe the news is biased, we . garnering behind this cause,
Vanderbilt University students present something quite rare: a "Interhall President senior
to find out what networks they news network dedicated to pro- Dustin Callas wanted FoxNews
want to watch on their dorm viding fair and balanced cover- when he ran for president last
room television sets. age. It's cable news for the inde- year' - there is definitely an
: This year, the Vanderbilt pendent thinker, 24 hours a interest here," Bauman said.
College Republicans, among day." . I If Interhall cannot implement
other organlzations, want Fox Wilkerson has been an active the proposal, then the College
News added to the lineup of participant in acquiring Fox Republicans plan to find an
channels for TeleVU. News. She has already talked altemative method, Wilkerson
. "The Vanderbilt College with sophomore Ben Bauman, said.
Republicans are adopting this . Interhall technology secretary, "A petition would be a last
cause as an organization," said about getting FoxNews. resort in order to prove that
sophomore Anne Wilkerson, Bauman said that new cable there is broad based support for
director of Special Projects for stations will be discussed this the network," she said.
the College Republicans. fall at the Interhall meeting, and Students are interested in
~VanderbiltstudentshaveCNN that FoxNews is on the agenda. adding other channels to
and local news stations in order "The earliest we will see the TeleVU,as well.
to receive coverage. During the station is next semester, but I do "I would like to see HBO,
World Trade Center crisis and not feel We will receive it that Showtime and other movie net-
the current military campaign it soon," Wilkerson said. "My works added to TeleVU, but I
would be nice to have another hope is that Vanderbilt students bet the cost would be too great
SENATOR
frompg.l
called for paramedics, and Ada
County Sheriffs deputies assist-
ed. .
Rouse said Eric Alvarez, 22,
of Nampa, tried to get the fallen
woman to stand up. Police told
Alvarez to leave the woman
alone, but he refused.
Rouse said Eric Alvarez
shoved a police officer. Police
subdued Alvarez.in an ensuing
scuffle, but he refused to be
handcuffed. As a result, police
~pray~ him with Mace.
Eric Alvarez was arrested
and charged with resisting and
obstructing a police officer,
Rouse said.
Rouse said the fallen woman
had a broken arm, and didn't
want help from Alvarez.
But Alvarez said he was just
trying to help the woman.
"I just got out of the Marine
Corps and am medically trained
and CPR certified, and she
looked passed out or something
was very wrong with her," he
said.
Alvarez said he knelt next to
the woman but couldn't remem-
ber what followed clearly
because police shoved him and
he struck his head against a
rock.
However, Alvarez said he
did remember sheriffs deputies
had told him to leave the
woman alone. As Alvarez was
outlining his medical experience
to the police, he said, a deputy
Sen. Brandon Alvarez, the
person who instigated the inci-
dent by refusing to leave the
railing, said he was innocent.
. "I didn't do anything
wrong," he said.
But Lori Hays, BSU sports
information director, said BSU
policy forbids people from lean-
ing against, or standing next to
railings in the stadium, and also
prohibits videotapes.
Hays said people have fallen
from railings in other stadiums,
and the policy is aimed at pre-
venting such problems at BSU.
Videotaping isn't allowed
because of TV broadcast rights
and also the potential for illegal-
ly made tapes being sent to
opposing teams.
ASBSU President Nate
Peterson said he would help
EricAlvarez get an attorney.
Alvarez said his first concern
is dealing with the charge of
resisting and obstructing, and
then he will look into possible
legal action against the Ada
County Sheriff's Department
and others.
Rouse said he doesn't fear a
lawsuit, and believes sheriffs
deputies responded appropri-
ately.
"Right from - the start, we
should have arrested the whole
group," he said. "However, we
were trying to be nice."
shoved him. In response,
Alvarez said he shoved a
deputy.
"I don't know about you, but
when a bunch of people are
jumping all over you, irregard-
less if they're cops or not, you
just want them offyou," he said.
Alvarez said he didn't recall
police hitting him, although he
did strike his head against a
rock after being shoved.
Rouse said it appeared
Alvarez was intoxicated during
the incident because he stag-
gered when he walked, but no
alcohol test was performed
because it wasn't required for a
resisting and obstructing
charge.
Alvarez said he drank two
or three alcoholic mixed drinks
before the game, but wasn't
intoxicated because sufficient
time had elapsed and he weighs
190pounds.
Alvarez, who is married and
has a child, said he left the
Marines as a sergeant in June
and now works as a financial
adviser for the Independent
Order of Foresters.
Alvarez said he feels Mace
was unnecessary because he
was already subdued.
"They had me tackled, arid
there were at least three guys on
top of me," he said.
But Rouse said Alvarez con-
tinued to resist, and wouldn't
allow himself to be handcuffed."
to acquire these networks," said
freshman Michael Foster,
TeleVU is unable to provide
cable stations to selective parts
of the campus,' therefore par--
per-view stations are not avail-
able to those who want them:
Vanderbilt controls its own
cable TV service, which is not
involved with carriers like
Intermedia. .
JEREL
fromp9.S
guys actually trying to say that
you cannot figure out why
Columbus is of historical
importance? We all know that
the Vikings and the Indians
(or shall I say indigenous peo-
ples?) were already here. We
all know that Columbus didn't
discover the United States. But
was a catalyst in spreading
Western civilization to the
Americas.
But since you do not get it,
perhaps I should ask why we
celebrate Martin Luther King
Day? To usc your logic, all he
Certain schools receive only
.basic cable and cannot add new
stations to their lineup; howev-
er, it just depends what kind of
special package the cable com-
-pany gives the University.
"We just have basic cable at
UGA," said University of
Georgia freshman Mari Girton.
"You guys are lucky to be able
to add new stations each year."
The Vanderbilt Cable
Television lineup has 47 chan-
nels including major networks
like ABC, NBC, CBS, MTV,
CNN, ESPN,ESPN2,Discovery,
A&E,USA,TNT and Fox. It fea-
tures four foreign language
channels in German, Spanish,
Russian and French.
did was break the law and
walk down the street. His tac-
tics were a direct assault on
the American way oflife. How
much money do you think his
boycotts cost business. He was
responsible for people losing
their jobs. And we celebrate
this criminal? Unlike
Columbus, Dr. King spent
time in jail! Yes, using your
leftists logic, we should abol-
ish and not celebrate Martin
Luther King Day.
I should probably throw in
here that I do not believe this,
that I am just using your left-
ists logic to prove a point. Yes,
Columbus did some bad
things, but his bravery to sail
across the ocean, spreading
Western civilization, is a mon-
umental historical
fact. Perhaps you despise him
because he was passionate
about sailing and adven-
ture. Columbus was a man
who followed his passions,
and we have already proven
that following passions is
something you leftists know
absolutely nothing about.
HALLOWEEN
frompg.3
the Carolinas, which has 15 day that encompasses several
stores in both states. "We've ancient cultures' fall harvest
been overwhelmed with celebrations.
requests and been trying to do Today, it's a chance for
everything we can." adults and children to act out
Charlotte trauma therapist their fantasies in costumes.
and social worker Phillip Cole It has roots in the ancient
sees no problem with kids Celtic celebration, Samhain.
parading as emergency per- where people carved scary
sonnel this year, but said par- faces into hallowed turnips to
ents shouldn't impose their ward off evil spirits. And
anxiety on kids by forcing Pomona, a Roman fall festival
them to wear patriotic ensem- in which the apple, and later
bles. apple bobbing, was an impor-
"To alter (Halloween) in the tant symbol.
face of the terrorists gives them When Christianity spread in
more power than they're due," the Middle Ages, the Catholic
Cole said. Church viewed Samhain and
But, the terrorist attacks Pomona as paganism. The
have stolen the holiday's inno- church created three holidays,
cence, said Charlotte family collectively called Hallowmas,
therapist Ron Wolfe .. to supplant the festivals: All
Masquerading as a killer, what Hallows Eve, an evening of
would have been an innocuous preparation, Oct. 31;All Saints'
act last year, could now be seen Day, to recognize canonized
as insensitive, even unpatriot- saints, Nov. 1; and All Soul's
ic. Day, for non-sainted people
"The terrorists have acted who died in the past year, Nov.
out what we would have' 2.
dressed up as in times past, as
vampires, slayers, all the
destructive aspects of the dark-
er side," Wolfe said. "We don't
want to be associated with the
.terrorists - the destroyers."
Halloween is a hybrid holi-
Eventually, All Hallow's
Eve and its revelry became the
most popular holiday. It was
eventually shortened to
Hallowe'en, now Halloween.
MAIN &TQEET
Old Boise
Upcoming ~¥'e"i~~;i1
Halloween Bash
This is our legendary party, it
will take place on Wednesday
night the 31 st. You don't ever
wan t to miss this party.
Do you have a private party to plan? The
Bistro has up to four different rooms to
rent and will help you make your party a
great"success. We can handle anything
. from 5people to 500. For more.
information call 345'-9515 ask for Te~L.
345-951-5
609W.Main
terror.
"Those are words we've
been reading in our newspa-
pers and hearing on the news
for the last couple of weeks,"
said Eilenberger, a therapist.
"It's nothing to joke about any-
more, now we know the real
meaning of terror."
Haunted house operators
aren't the only ones rethinking
Halloween. This was supposed
to be the big year for "Shrek"
and "Bob the Builder," a pre-
school television show, cos-
tumes for kids. Reflecting a
national trend, costume shops
are scrambling to meet the
demand for patriotic outfits,
such as World War Il military
uniforms, 194Gs-eraRed Cross
nurses' outfits and police uni-
forms.
Heck, anything red, white
and blue is flying off shelves.
Party City is selling its July
4th decorations in October.
Along with costumes, cus-
tomers want streamers, face
paint and balloons with
America's colors.
"Everybody's in a patriotic
theme right now, the manufac-
turers just can not keep up
with the demand,". said Jeff
Peters, owner of Party City of
IHave your Pre-funk party with us!
Ladies all your drinks ~re free from 8-9pm
Men you can have $.50 cent, 16 oz pounder
beers from 9-10 pm
By one well drink or draft beer and
your second one is free all night long
Alive after five might be over, but our
Wednesday night BFD parties are not
.
I$1.00 domestic 16 oz. drafts
$2.00 16 oz. Micros
(yep that includes Fat Tire)
Ladies all your drinks are
only $1.00 all night long.
will have.to accept the fact
ill payfull~price on that nig~!
